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. . . .  - +  ,TEN.MINUTE'":"  .... . . . . . .  STOP "IN TOWN 
welcom+e: , .  . 
that Porpoise "arbor has the highest the Wukon le~alaflve assembly. • 
eoant of polychlorinated blphonyb. Before boarding the M/alslry of 
(PCBs) in North America. Transport jet, Trndeau and family 
Canadian Cellulose is in the courts took the time for a quick drive around 
facing pollution charges in eonnecfinn town in an unmarked police car. 
with the leakage of PCBs from a They stopped at a fish cannery and 
CanCel operation. The majority .of Trudeou showed his sons the fish 
company shares are held by the boats that were tied nearby. They 
.provincial government, wandered into the nanns~ where 
workers were sorth~ salmon and the 
eldidren remarked about the size of 
Prime Minister Trude'au warms to Terrace 
mlnisl~r talked glowingly about he  
weather and the beautiful scenergy 
around the city. After being banded a
copy of Nadine Asunte's "A History of 
• Ter race"  and some tourism' 
l~eclun'es about he d/strict, Trudeau 
told Maronoy be would "certainly 
to read them." 
Maroney invited the prime minister 
to return to Terrace when he could 
spend more time and Trudeau 
respensed, 'Tl i  probably take you up' 
on that." 
Prime Minister Tmdeou chatted 
with a number of the women and" 
children who had. come out to greet 
him. He and bis children look ed fit 
and well-tanned and, according to 
Trudeau, were 10[reatly enjoying their 
vacation. 
He seemed willing, to ta lk to  al l  
these welcoming him. pollticz was 
never'the topic of the ebats. 
When the conductor finally said, 
"We're overdue fellows," the prime 
minister and his trhee sons - Sucha, 
Justin, and Michel - went back onto 
the: train. 
In Prince Rupert, the prime 
minister mingled brloflywith acrowd 
of over 300 and dodged reperters 
questions. 
" Iam on  vacat ion  and  I rea l ly  don ' t  
want to give an interview." he "told 
By ALLAN KRA~NiCK 
Managing Editor 
Prime Minister Trudeau brought' 
week-10ng cross counlry rail tour 
to the northwest, yesterday, stopping 
briefly in Terrace before heading, to 
Prince P, upert. 
About 60 people were on hand to 
greet he prime minister and his three 
sons dur[n~ the 10 minutHtop'in 
Terrace.- 
Mayor Dave Maroney I~esentsd ~ ' 
Trudeaits with symbolic Kermode 
Bear pins 'to commemorate, their 
visit. He and thepr ime minbter  also 
bad a brief chat. -+" 
Mayor M~onoy said the prime 
reporters asking him about the 
Canadian Labor Co , r im's  rejection 
of his conditions for ending wage and 
l~lce controls. 
Trudeau said one of the big sur- 
mPr~a of his tour was that news the- 
had left him alone. 
During his encounter with the 
crowd, a delegation from the Save 
Ore. Shores group presented him with 
acomie  book published by the 
Committee Against Super Tankers 
(COAST) organization. 
The booklet satirically presents the 
e+me against supertunkers travelling 
along the British Columbia coastline. 
The SOS delegation also asked 
Trudea what he thought of the fact 
I i 
" I t  is my contentLon that polluters 
should pay and yon should gO Bee the 
prov ince , "  T rudesu  told the group. 
A f ter  ta lk ing to the crowd, Trudean 
boarded his p r ivate  ra l ]cur ,  the anti- 
supertanker comic book under his 
arm, to await a flight to Whiteberse 
where he was scheduled to meet with 
n - t . .~ 
 he er 
I 
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the 10 -pound fish. 
Saeba was to accompany the prime 
minister to Whiteherse while the 
other two children boarded a flight 
with Tmdeou's s/star-in-law Janet 
Sinclair, for a visit to Vancouver. 
Weather  
Weshlesdly: l l igh U 
Low14 
• hurlday: H l l lh~ 
Low14 
About  lhe  same as  i t  
Was Wednesday. 
i i "  
. + NEW LEGISLAT ION 
Re ntilcontrols may nd 
But.not overnight -'UNEMPLOYMENT, NOT POACHING 
Rafe  Mai rp ledges  IS+THE PROBLEM IN HAZELTON 
• . .+  • , .. , , • + " • By BRIAN GREGG about robbing a person s net for .~,; 
VXCTORIA cP  - A bill Which would Per l~t  the ; ~Herald stalfwdter "They must be stealing the fish, be Howard Wain, a former member of the added, "They can't afford the price of the 
cabinet to eliminate or reduce residential rent Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs,.says he is equipment." 
controls Was introduced in the British Columbia • angry over fisheries officers cnargmg ms Wale says the fisheries officers are out 
legislature Wednesday by  Consumer Affairs paop lewi thponeh lng . ,  to harraos his people. The recent nabbing 
Minister Rare Mai l  . Wale, who is netting the biggest catch of of three bootleggers inEdmo~tou and the 
The Residential Tenancy . That: bill, introduced by his .life at +commercial fishing out of Z7 charges,laid against poachers in the 
• Prince Rupert, was home for- the Pioneer Hazelton area is a "put up job," be says. 
Act would~ rep lace  the .+Mair on April 6 but.never Day celebrations and blamesthe:poor '~heae three ~uys who.got caught 
Landlord and Tenant Act, ' " would:have " in Hazelinnfor what is hap- reveoled too much ten soou... Itwouldn't 
the New *.. " " ' 
•  ~ action :upon, . . +~ economy ] 
passed~ dur ing  , . eliminated.the'10.6+pe.rcent, i e nimt.there. +: + : .mS'P+ rise me ~ they were werking for the 
. . . . . . .  .)4 
Z l)em~'ratic+J,istratlOn,.:~-~amParty/adjoin- ~:~:.:.~..d. +.~ .  r , :~~~by- -+,0~ rent : Con[r0!~ in  ~ ~/ii~ioppT~ig;ti~,-;lllegal:;fishim~l~+" 'He-i,"sald:,"if .the 'government is 'i+eally 'drbllS~eone'fisheries"" It s like a po.llce oft  . erjmlt lm " I I~~ buy~ 
the ii~ ~binet'..--"~+'-e government : probl~iit.shbuldflnd work for the people con be busted," he sold. • eliminate I ~ ' f0 r ' .m ' .~n  SiI!~S1.~.was : 
:St,,the Landlord and Tenant + inl~'0duc In Hn~.elton. ' - Walesaldthebendcounetisapproached 
i Amandment Act. " . . . . .  indicatedCUJ~'~t . + * "People here are dee .pe~. +te...If_yo~..the f isheries a few years ago to take 
. . . .  Heat strokes rent', increases would be cemeintoabarherepndlaid$201nfron+~ control of the pol/elng of.~hing in the 
limited to seven per cent. o f  an ~Indtan and told him to+ kill area. 
.... +, .. The' minister said that the somebody, he probably would, just to get" "We wanted to regulate i t  by taking 
our machines :rent cont ro l  sections have the money . "  away a persons' f ish ing pr iv i leges for  a 
been "wholly redrafted to He said.if everyone ~ wasworking in year ff be abused ~.e?.[n any way but the 
..The record + breaking allow ~the government to Hazelten he would not mind the f isheries f isheries people would- t even talk about 
British Columbia heat wave withdraw rent controls in " lay ing in  wa l t  in the bushes" to nab it," he said. • . 
struck close, to  +home those areas or theeerental Indians but the area has the "hl~hest Wale said the band councna toaay are 
net pressing the issue of poanhl~ because 
• if they do speak up, the government may 
cut off their grants. 
Wednesday i evening, :ranges where a workable unemployment in Canada" and "people 
Typesetting equipment at 'marketexlats." ~' • have toeat."  
the Terrace Herald Inhered ,EXIb~S." He said an [ndian will not think twice 
:.'.TI~ere Is plenty of aetlvlty foe a young + lhereis a flreman's pole, a bouncing ramp + in 35~ degree _tempeTatures- : ' +. . ' 
person, like Carol Romanew, especially that leads to a sand hill and many ohm. resulting in severa l  NO'TIMETABLE 
when therelsanAdventerePiayground at b ing features both above and below th,~ mechanical faUuros. ~ ~'Obviously we are not 
E,T. Kenney School. The youngsters call main flo~. . --+ ...... The management and going _to plunge severa l  
I t  the fe l t  and besides the ,Hmldngrepe  ktalf .oi =e Terrace Hera ld  ~ thousand tenants ' PO WELL  R IVER HARBOR 
Spill damag'- unknown 
. " + • ' apolugize for the very +poor :bask into the cold water of 
• " " + *, t ree -  market renm over- , . . o quallty ol the copy in today s , ,, ,, LEVESQUE ATTENDS , =u=,.. night, M.air said. No 
' + . " ' • . . . .  t lmembie has yet been " ~ 
, * * ~ a  • " " ' . • • .- ' . , s | = ~' / =a  established, but genera l ly ,  I. ' . " . . . . .  
. . . .  ' prem,ers aeDate un,w , ' w i l l  be  proposing onethatw i l l l imteevera l , . . .n ,  Criticism l ne  ' POWELL  R IVER,  B.C, wrong w i th  the va lve anm l l  
• - , .+ : ; ; decontrol the most ex. (CP) - -  Damage costs of the the o~I is drained from the 
• . . . .  , ~ " + ,, ,, pensive units f i rst"  this Vancouver Island An off barge has been ST, ~ ANDREWS,  N .B ' ;be lnEcone i l l a to ry  tmuaOizod e app~eared las  w~hUt~h: discussionf:f;r~p.Cpo~dl~e]~ 1 - • .. . 840,000-ga l lono i lsp i l i  near  dikes. 
(CP) --Canadian premiers over..reciprocal lang g meeting dea ing including ed - • ,narnor Monnay. are not yet brought In from Vancouver 
~ " r ut iona l  He sa id  decont ro l  U'n" o;r + j orally confront he issue of arrangemenis proposed by  lagging , economy. ,  trends, in oon;~ij . . . .  , ,~o- -  o~i'eado ~" - t  in Known~. asepoxesman xor to store oil spilled within the 
national unity for the first ~,e~ec,  ,. , .. +.,. _ ,t,evesque s a~eneance nas mscusmona,. ]~rec.euures . ' .,o,,+o,,, . . . .  =oo ,,r +ho ~a.cMillan moeoett,m, sal~. ' first dike mid oil spilled on ~311 
f lmesincelast  Novemher's~ . ,The . appearance of 'swelled the number .of 'conat l tut io~ retonn' anq. ~,~,~:~,~-o ~,~,~oo "~,~ ~-~; .today; • . i .+ : .'+ the~roundwithintbeseeond 
election of the • Patt i  premier Rene Levesque at  reporters 'and other me~la minor i ty  language ann ~'-"-.--'-~ ."- ' - ' : ."~ ."~ "'~. , Lorne :  . Lacey , .  in- dike are  will be pumped 0TTAWAJ~ CP i - - Jean-  ' ' " ' " " t ' r i  ts surptns et renm~ umm ano Q~eb~ois 8overnment in the conference alter firs representativ~ to 2~5. education, gh , . . . . .  o,,,,,,,,,, ,~,o,. ,~,,,,=~ ousmawejladonsmaagerat back into the tank, 
,Quebec at a +c, omerenee.. Indlcutlng he would not Conference organtzqrs 'me comer once., . . . . . . . . .  ,,,,i,1 ~,~ in- lace the company s+~pulp mill,+ The ,  oii within the Claude Parrot,  'national 
' . . . . .  umile o ns .ve~--- , ,-,--, .  ,-,, ~, which ~beglns u)aay. An~. a t tend  has  added i s -  have  set  aszde F rmay the press anu, ~ .. , 1~. ~,~,,,~ ,ho o,,,~ ^ ~ .ho ,,oor saidinaninte. ,rv. iew the to~!  secondary tank wi l l  l i ke ly  be lxes idant  of the Canadian 
• " " " " rev iew .+. . . .~  . . .~  , , , , , ,  v .+. . .~  ~. . . .  , indications are theywillnot pertance to what had first mermng for a widerangu~8 ~todaywithaoetal~. o ,m, oJl~Iv in victoria yon. cost ot me spil!,xronlamill soaked up with wood ddps Union of Postal Workers 
• '- " ' ' nm - " " "  " - ' " "  . . . . . , . .  ~ . . . .  of the eco o y . . . . .  c - - " r  -rid - - - Is  -+ th- storage tanl~ oepenus on. and then burned in the (CUPW), said the govern- 
" " .~"lM ~' &A I / / I~Mk l  D~t l IK I I~O ,. . Levesque proposed  ~r~or"  u p~r u~ e howmueh oil we ~un recover, powerplant,asidLacey, mont's cberge that the union 
. . s+.JJs L JVIIL-ImI~,~IM .RUUIMUO " rec ip roca l  language.  ' ' ON MILL LAND + Andy Grikis, an e'n- is g ui.lty of bad-faith 
" ~ . ' ' ' • • - ' agreements with other • Lacey said the spill was vironmental engineer' with barpmm8 "Is ridlculona."+ 
+~.  + ..s . ' ~ ~ ~ ; '  . ~ovinces in exchange for Malr said he does not plan ,,, • 
. :  D r ' ~ | J / ~ f t ~  O ~ t ~ O  ~ r ~ r ~  + • cben~eeinhisgovernment:s to phaee out. the pos__ition of aU within, mill property, the pollution control board, The Public Service Staff 
"Damage to landV It's said today that the company Relations Board openedl I I ~ V I I  I~ f~ t ,~Lt , ,P~'~.~ ~,41 I I I  I I~ J~ . isnStiage blll in letters to the rentalsmanand.wouldallo.w', ~o,,~ + -~,0,~ a~t,,.w,~,ve had "done more than hearings Wednesday into 
.+ + , , i +:I, . _ premiers lest month..Most .nun---: even attor comrom . . . . . . .  + . . . . . .  ,, 
. VICTORI (CP) - -  The He sa id .he ,  0nly + knew McCarthy was the .persofi. l~ren~ers have re~ect~_ a nj~ ~vy  ?een^~d_/~t~i~e ~ ""0+'~"° ; " ' "  u-  we'll be ' enough to eonlrol thespil1, the government's complaint+ 
"~,z"~'~';-+"~ W"e'~'t~haven't OrIkis, who was on the thattheunlonisrefnaisgtoi  
sh  Col'urn ia o n '• • . . . . . .  olrect acts wire-me rq  s-mu+~ , , ,~r©~ . . . . . . . . . .  Britl + : b g vet - that the_lmreh.ue bad bee. n who acousedthe fomer New --- P m " - -  ' " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fin- e,,+ m,  ~,0~,0 -ut vet"  scene as a co-ordinator, said negotiate in good faith. : 
merit hasa  steckplleof one  madei l~ughtbeprovinelal  Democratic Party gov- wt.tnout Jeaer.a~ par- :~  ~p~,~:_~,_~:_ ,y~ o. . . .  - . . . . .  : ~ ' ,there wasno though of any 
• , +' . nelpauon nu~ mey nave u,e temm~ , .u  mut-©~s + million rounds of small secretary s ministry. And ernment of building a secret . . . . .  ., ,_ m . . . . . .  +ho it, o+ o..~ - . . . . . .  t,,e and He said the company negligence on MacMillan The last collective 
++calibre ammunition at a he said i twas  ironic that- police force, , , . .ugr.~eu to uto,+-=0 ... .  .".;"~ ~_'+_,.,_"?," . . . .  won't know what went Bloedal'spart. 
matter u,rcumauawe warehouse in E~ulmalt, 4 , ' ~L.~+ @ k r ' "  'k " ' ' *  ' + ' . '1 
Provincial Secretary Grace .. 
• McCar thy  conf i rmed " 
earlier in the ,legislature by 
: Dennis Cooke. (NDP--New 
Westminister), who, nef ing 
' Mccarthy's absence during 
' '+ question period, asked 
' , ' a t to rney  Genera l  Garde  
Gardom if he was aware' of 
' ,  -:-the stockpile. .' 
' received the information. 
]~i:' ~ : about the stockpile from a 
I;i!~/ reliable source, and that 
/ t 41 , '  I ' ,  +i Ld ldnt  haveadue about,  
I * i t s ime. ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
unfa, 
Prownce stocks ammo 
agj~ement expired June 30, 
• but the only negoilations for 
• PRI - NERA FOR VIS RES . . . .  , VATE U L EL .P LEY • hour. The union said It broke Wednesday. ] : . 
° ' " ' - '  . . . .  +Fans'   "mournS '  loss of King of Rock "n Roll o . , .  . .  for  the Provincial"  i : ' Em'ergoncy Program and i~ ' proldbfting distribution of 
Union literature to CUPW 
that one million "is a usual ; .... ' '~ employees. 
s .+t . .m.k , "+ " +,- ' ' ' " ~ ' . . ~+ • MEMPHIS, Term; (AP) --Traffic was and irreplaceable. 'More thah 9.0 years WMTED ALL NIGHT i'Drugs played nopart of his life," said 
The 'matter  was raised blocked~:fur a mile in each direction ago he burst upon thescene with an SPme'of the faitnful had been there all Dr. Jerry Frnneiseo, + Parrot said in an in-.. 
, along ~Elvis~ Preeleyi:Boulevard :as an impact that was unprecedented af will n ight.  Others had driven, in ;~ tervinw, the @vernment:  
.,.m..+..,,. =,  o .m+ o o b,..Tr +p.+%.%..o , mo=+.o ,e . ,  
last reslpe~ts Wednesday to the ngof Ca ers ha sw peal • use to be there - for reasons few could at- funeral at 2 p.m. today will be private, negotiations broke off: 
Rock 'n Roll. ~ : • Ikwitchboard uring the morning urging ticulate. + " Preeley will be entombed In a family 'before laying the  bad faith :i 
For two hours thepublie was allowed Carter, todeclare a national day ox crypt behind wronSht iron gates in a bargaining charge against i 
tofilepast thebedyofElvis Presley as.it mourning for the star, a telephone The'/seemed to be mostly the teen- marble mausoleum. His mother, who the union." 
lay in his home,berG, Then the copper Operator said. ngersofthe1950s, who fonadtheir voice died nearly 19 years ago, is buried 
steel-lined coffin' was closed for en- As millions of fana around the world and theh! music'is the driving rock and nearby. The Public SerVice Staff 
' ' roll beat Prealey made his own. But  Relations Board  is i: t0mbmont todayin acrypt at Forest Hill . mourned Pres ley ,  ,a, principal 
Cooke told reporters he Cemetery afow miles'from his home, ~dginaztbe chief symbel of reck and roil . t l ierealao were manyf rom today's Presley was devoted to his mother and scheduled to  + resume ~ 
• ' The m~i tude  of Presley's foHowln~ music, 6thers made a visit toGi~aceland generation children of those who made was nearly devastated ather death,~alao hearings next month on the ! 
union's complalnt hat the iwas noted:by President Jimmy Carter, Mansion, wherehe had lived a reclusive Elvis the Frank Sinatra of their time. at age 42 of a heart attack. POSt office is in ter f  .e~ ! 
who said ofthe singer: "He was unique life in recent years. 
, , , .  ~ " . ,  with internal unlon i! 
+. 
, q 
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• other,./though, their" 
~a, RSH DEI.ICAC,~S - Many of the•plants and " ~ r was lime 'of the weddi~ lffepromiscs to be.i 
The company is T.I.M. -Ottawa about three years animals found in marshes, streams or lakes provide pageantry for which just as hectic as. that of  
Corp. of Houston, Tex., ago. In September, 1975, he a readily available source of emergency food. For Stratford often •strives, Kathurina end Petruehio 
which was " set up signed an agreement to example, the legs of the l eqpar~l frog (A). though beyond a simple eathedral in Tbe Taming of the Shrew. ' 
Juat returned f rpm trave]s with her mother down specifically by Dale, manufacture and sell the smell, are a oourmet's •delight. ,Crayfish(B) turn i . .. i : " .  ' : i  :' :.:~ " ::~:i, _i-:~ ,i": 
• south lsfour-yea~-old Marie-Eve Giroux. DeLong,  company products. ~ red like a lobster when b¢iled, their tails are'easily, : .: i ,  i.i 
• " president, to manufack~re Attempts were ma~le to shelled and.de-veined, and taste similar to ocean • -. ~ 
.. and sell humic acids corn- raise investment capital ~' 
pounded by Dr. '  S .  E. Canada, with a 1new ~ crab.' The sta,;chy" roots of the bulrush ,(Scirpus ': 
acutus) (C) ~an be roasted and eaten, and the seeds ' 
Moschopedis, a scientist in establishing a plant in of the yellow pondlily (Nuphar spp.) (D) can be 
Joe .Young is back in town after putting in a the fuel soiences division of Alberta. However, the removed from the pod and eaten raw or popped i, ' ~ ~ , 
"work week" with the Fed Up Food Co.operativ¢ in the research council. The . ' '~ . . . .  . . . . . .  ' ~ equity was eventually put up like popcorn. 
Vancouver. Jee' l  a member of the local Northern plant will be at Glenrock, by a group in Houston and • . • " ~ • , " ,, , 
Neighbonrs food.co-op and, as.part  of the,do- Wyo. the decision was made to / ~  .... " . . . .  . .  ~' .:. .... 
operative spirit, he was helping ass enable Off-drillingcompanies use manufacture in Wyoming t~.  " ~ ' ..... ' ' '  : : "  
mud, which, among other: When a plant became ~ks Unlined (Canada) ~W-W : 
wholesale orders at the provincial organizational things, acts as a lubricant available there. . , , 
cent re .  ' , for the drill bit, holds down ; . ~ ...... 
inhydr°carb°nSthe we,' andene°unteredcard, up . . . .  Sasquatches and friends " " . . . . . .  
, particles of materials which , ' 
mdicate the type of , ' . i By DR. BOB YOUNG .. 
in monster of Conference 
Don't f0~et.  Just as Terrace is eelebraflng its formation i  which the rig is •; I I~tVe tremor cordis on me; my hoart dances. ' |6  I I  
50th anniversary, so too are Emil  and Bertha drilling. ' i 
Haugland. They've invited all their friends to an  The mixing of various ~ Many things affect the rate and rhythm of our 
lopmhonbethis  Sunday, from two to five p.m., at.  additives in the.mud, or heartbeat, and determing what used to be called 
drilling fluid, has becomean VANCmT~.n ~ of the sa~uatch, although wolves and vampires. , ' the "quality of the pulse" remains an important 
the Elks Hall. It shonld be an enjoyable afternoon, exacting science as drilling . . . . . . . . . .  -- some scholars will address "The museum says me 
Congratulations Emil end Bertlm...and ,thanks gets decp~r, moves into The first academie con- this issue," a museum eo0ferenee wiU explore 1 ML~'t, " of a medical examination today. 
for your contributions to,Terrace over all these frontier areas and faces 'ference on monsters will be statement exsifieally monsters from as many ~ The'averngerestlag heart rate is about 72 beats 
years. ' tougher environmental- held. at the University of adequate resolution of this perspectivea as_possible ,so each minute, but  many.  people withperfectly ,~ 
protection requirements. British. Columbia in May. question is not yet as to, arrive at. better an..normalbeartshaverateshigherorlowerthan thls. i::, 
~,. . Mosohopedis said in an next year and all. sessions available."  ~ ' . derstaizdlags of:thel frame,:, 
~ interview that in deep wells, willbe open to the publ ie. .  Instead, the museum wor~ ~dzin~:.W~C~'~,gew~ |H.eartb~t ,frequency km~.wi th i~e,  
one of the major additives The Museum of An- says, the confe.renee will quesuons ~ead~ "~ new ~citementanoemotions,  a d~therate/scontrolled~ 
has been chrome, which thropolegy says the con- eoneentrate on the type of research into . monster , b~ several reflex mechanisms that help match the 
counteracts the effects of fexeuce, entitled Sasquatc, evidence that is avaiable-- phenomena might be ~eds'.s ontput of blood to the body's changing ,,~ 
heat on the drilling fluids' and' Similar Phenomena, "modern Canadian beliefs" generatedi" : 
flow character ist ics,  will concentrate on .and ajzupresentations of Scholarly papers will be ~A regular slow pulse seldom causes problems,~ i 
However, because of its p resent ing  ev idence monsters.. • presented with such titles as 
toxic nature, ,~hr0me has eurrontiy available on the .Although the Sasqnatch European" Vampires and ~t  in extreme cases fainting speels may occur. A 
been rejected in the United legendary creature of the will be the main focus, of the Werewolves Immigrated to, rapid regular ate, in contrast, is a eh~acteristic 
States end in areas such as PaeificNorthwest, lmownin conference, the vmiting" Canada; Anatomy of # c~ s~era l  diseases including thyroid g land 
the North Sea, , the United States as Bigfoot. scholars will also examine ~asquateh Foot; the ~oraetivity, anemia and low blood pressure. 
The three humic acid for- "The purpose Of |he other monsters uch as the Alaskan Hairy Man, and ~" Changes in heart rhythm may also be of no 
mulae developed by conference is not to ~ove or cannibal Wiitiko of the The Cultural Role of  consequence, but frequently irregular heartbeats 
disprove the physlce~I reality :Algonquin Indians, were- Monsters in Cenade~ do indicate the presence of heart disease. 
, • • . , , . . . .  . . , .  • ., . , / . :  , . . /~!  ,: ~, ~ , ,,, . . , 
Terrace,,ao, ,; ,,y,.,mbe.,o,T =aceat,ded crn°tes  owd .... indicates Much oab ut p lays 
theloggers competition i Grands Prairie, Alberta, ' ~ . ,  .... , , 
recently. And y. was a competitor.. STRATFORD, Ont. CP - htstory of the festival, gave ~ i  ' " "  I sward'winning w°rth' as scone In which tw° falkt°°Is 
He placed in the fmais in six events. 'A t  ' the ~arthn Henry a~ Alan the play a straight , no- HERAL c =uo, a young Florentine and a huge cross set the 
competit ion were loggers from the U.S. and a l l  Scarfe, the reluctant lovers nonsense interpretation, Lifestyles [ ' '  " '  °"e °' =e "= ' ' " "  ~aprts of Canada, . ~ [ in the classic story of setting it with Brian ' ,  ' clpals in the two love wear shades of cream, grey 
Beatrice and Benedick in  Jackson's designs in 17th couples.; It was only two endwhlte for the abo~ve 
f In ~' inee George, Andy won Logger of the Dayin S~akespeare's Much Ado century Italy . as years ego that he won the wedding of Clendio 'and 
, ~Lthe..j..z~ennediatedivision, C gratulations to you, About Nothing, drew an. Shakespeare wrote it. , ' " " 
• ovation when the eighth Jean A'. Chalmers Ap- Hero. ." ~ 
production of this S~atford An~whiie,,o.U . . . . .  a programs was the. Leonato, governor  of prtnticeship Award, 'Much Ado is one of two 
.. . . . . . . . .  = ..... emergence of neweomers to. Messina, wifli the dignity And Nennifer Dale, fresh mid.season starters in 
Festival season opened Scarfeareveterans,~ . . . .  landing, roles. ' andnssuranceofStrafferd's out of the National Theatre thecurrentfestival. As You 
~• ' ~ . Tuesday night, productions on the S~aff~r~ Robert Benson, now in his l~ding s_.tar, W~am Hurt. School ;in Montreal this Like It, directed by Robin 
~ another logging co.m.petition_, this tin]e in Marigold Charlesworth of stages here, what sent third Season with mainly minor, parts to his credit, , Paul Batten, ako in his ye z, was a winsome Hero~ Phillips, the festival's ar. I~ mate's daughter and tlstic director, will open t 'nnce 15enrge, Nick Palaglan oz Terrace pIacen Onttawa, thee first woman to members of the audience at 
third intheCanadianchampionshipobstaclepole, direct malnstage thispreductlon scurrying to played the leading role of third year, proved his C~ ~dio's beloved. Thursday night. • - The story of Beatrice and 
Nick was accompanied to Prince George by his production in the 25-year look up names in  their ' rank Maraden ,was the Ronedtck ts said by 
wife and daughter, Sharalyn. i e~ LDon John, and Barry Shakespeare scholars to be Ill M ~Gregor the constable, one of the amster's own 
!~ Iberry, who takes it as.a invention, and Beatrice has 
e¢ npliment when nezs  been described as the first 
• ~ Led an. ass. ' 
Another cen#atulatioas to you, NIdL Oil drilling is  Marsh World.   
• • " ' , '  . woman in  Shakespeare 's  
J~mne Ames, once with the Herald but mast blg business : :~llss: Char lesworth,d~eetor .  of numberous ~aa~n t° sbew ' sheend ca  use I Lhas i  
recently the student placement officer at Terrace's ' produedons in recent years She tartly disavows love 
Manpower office (now renamed the Canadian at theNationalArts Centre and marriage, Just as' 
Employment Cantre) is off to complete her degree EDMONTON(CP)- -A Moschopedis 5ffer a ~ - - ' - ~  i /~ . '~~ ln,0ttswa end one of the Bened iek  boast fu l ly  
at the University of British Columbia. JeAnne is' new United States company chrome-free alternative, veterans of Canadian willPr°claimSever ti thathim nodown.womanBut 
theatre, kept her production by the. scheming of their itaking a brief holiday before classes resume in will shortly begin DeLong said. • of Much Ado as. simple end 
September. manufacturing drUling-mud . The Moschopedis work • 
She is in her senior, year of a theatre program additives based on formulae was patented and DeLong Straight,forward as the declarefriends' theYtheiraredevotionbrOught tot° 
lead ing  to a Bachelor of Arts . degree, developed by. the Alberta ' eame across it  in thb . ..... • ' ~ , Shakesl~e text allows, each 
Research Coancfl. ' Canada Patents office in .... " . . . .  
Dave Morton, ICBC's claims supervisor for this 
area, has had a couple of visitors these past few 
days. Rick OIdlng, a mainstay of the en- 
viromnental movement inPrince Rupert - he's with 
may occur. A Save Our Shores - was in Terrace and stayed with l m~pid ~ .  Characte istic 
Dave out on Bratm's Island. 
Another guest has been Carol Clark, at present e m
researching sites of old Hudson's Bay trading pests @e cti it , 
in. B.C. She's been doing research ere into the site : t
at Kitselas. Card's working for the provincial 
urehaoelogy department. 
..~..:...~.~:~.~..;...:.;~;~:~:~:~.~.;~;~:.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.•~.~ .. . , ,., :.;...-.-.:-.-.: -.-.'...,.,.,. .: :.- -.-... ;.-..-...:.:.-.-.. ..,.;.:.,.--.-.--.:.:.:.~..'..~: :~ '., :., : , , ~.-~ '.-.' '.:. Whilerhythm abnormalities can be appreciated 
by feeling the pulse, or by using the stethoscope Dear Abby ' over the heart, a much bettor indication of what is 
going on is provided by an ECG,.  or else- Wedding bells will ring August 27 in Terrace for  ":' " lrecurdiogram. 
Rod Toovey, formerly of the city but now living in • • • ~ • 
Tahola, on Vancouver Island. Rod and fiancee Modem electronics now,allow us to feed a 
Dabble Parker, also of Tahsis, are staying with .' . patient's rhythm pattern into a computer, over an 
Alvin and Doreen Toevey of Tbornhi]l. • extended period of time. The computer ignores 
periods of normal rhythm but is triggered to 
Relatives in for the wedding include Oliver . ByAbigail Van Buren . ' produce a tracing when irregular beats occur. 
Deaaunel  and his family, from Alberta, and the O,,--Uy~.C~,o,oT,,U,,.,.V.,.,.Sy,O.,,o . . . .  , Once the abnormal rhythm has • been Id~t/f ied 
groom's grandmother, Belma Carlson of Regina, ~ :, '~' and the cause determined, ' treatment is started. 
• Sask. ~ ' ~ ;~. .  Often long-term drug therapy will correct or im- 
' ' - to r i l , -  DEAR ABBY: ~?heffever someone writes and asks what In'orethe situation astisfac . ABBY: My'husband hae been interested in nudisW~tpr : '.r . . . . .  ', '" • '• 
, some time, andhas tried to gut me to go to anudi.st Canip they should doabout a friendwho has bad bresth'or l~y  F requent ly  an acute rhythm ~a i s a ~  '. age 
with him. I have nothing aguinat nudist camps, but I'm' odor, you always.say, "It would be a kindness ,to TELL the pl ieat ion of a serious heart disease such as "~ 
~ Has NlekoHchuk, only 13 years old but already a just not the type who could strip.down aked in front of person." , fai lure or a heart attack. 
competitive swimmer, swam Lakelee Lake on strangers. Well, I know a wcman whose breath wae so ba d she lost I!1 these mergency cases potent drugs are g iven / '  
Sunday, August 14. The Prince • Rupert lad is the . We've had many arguments about his, and have even three husbands. ~ inu'aveniously oreven injected right into the heart '~ 
son of the former Leslie Gravelle of Terrace. come close to getting a divorce over 'it. I don't see how I told her once that she needed a good strong 
• normal people can go to a place like that without getting a mouthwash, and she never, sp~ke to me again. " and, in addition, electric shocks are given to the 
few "evil" thoughts. Am I wrong to think this way, or am I P.S. I sure didn't miss her. ' : heart using special paddles applied to the chest 
evil-minded?' TABC}OSUBJECT. Wa l l ,  ; " " " 
Do you think a man who really loved his wife would want " AsLeontes  discovered (in The Winter,s Tale), a,: 
Here's a flash that we'll be checking into more her to go naked in front of other men? ,~ CONFIDENTIAL TO SEPTEMBER BRIDE~. If you are 
thoroughly later. It seems thatgood o1' Terrace MODEST concerned only With. 'what you wm get out of marriage, hear tmaydaneeforreasonsotherthanJoy. Tamer 
your.marriage will fall. Youmay never be divorced, but corol$ may even he a death dance unless rapidly 
stillholds the record for the largest salmon caught. DEAR MODEST: Our attitudes about nudity are based your marriage will fall nevertheless.. ' and effectively treated. ' ' 
Recent reports of a 94.pound "King" salmon . on our early training, acqulredlnhibltlons and the accepted , (Info '-Health Is a new weekly, feature of the 
(that's a spring in these parts) caught in Alaska soclai customs of sodety. Some people go in for ' ' Terrace Dally Herald) ' .~ 
were a bit off the mark, oursources report. Infact, unconventional behavior,, hut that doesn't necessarily " DEAR ABBY: My tmyfriend's parents are celebrating .- ' .-~ :: ' :  
make them "evil.minded." their golden wedding annivereary this month, and have i .  • . ~ . . . . .  .~ . : / i~  
the salmon "only" weighted in at 91 pounds, one I believe verything has its place--including the fig leaf. planned a'big bash e ta  very fancy country club. ~.. ,~ 
less than the 1959 world record holder caught, as They 'say it's only family and close friends, and you . ' 
they tell us on the menus in the Terrace Hotel, just guessed i t - I 'm not invited! I have lived with their son for , : . , • i 
four miles from town in the Skeena. three years, and if that d0esn'tmake me,"family," I don' t  , ~ ~ 
Another fish story. Oh well, at least he Terrace DEAR ABBY: I didn't sleep a wink last night. Yesterday know what does. . EURocAN PULP & PAPER CO; LTD. 
while driving a well-traveled street, I felt a sudden thump, I could marry him if I wanted to, but if I did I would lose i . . . .  r . . . . . .  
Hotel won't have to change its menus ,  and I knew I hit something. I stopped abruptly, nearly the alimony I'm getting from my last husband, and also the ~ . • ,  
causing an accident, and discoveredthat I had struck a . child support from mykids' father. (My second husband.) I ~. ' gltlmat o0| iN  IMvlslon 
beautiful golden cocker spaniel puppy, also think n~arriage is very old-fashioned today.  ' • ' ~'. . ~ 
. He had no tags, but I didn't want to waste precious time Evex:ybody in town, including my boyfriend's parents,' • 
trying to find his owner, so I put him in my car and rushed knows that we have been living together, so why shouldn't ~ , .  
Talking about he Terrace, the hotel's manager, him to the vet. my kids and I be invite~l. , , !~ 
Augle and Lemons Geeraer t  have expressed their Unfortunately, the puppy had suffered a broken neck I hear that my boyfriend's ex-wife and her kids will be ~ ' 
thanks to their staff for the fine contribution they and a severed spine and he died shortly after reaching the there. I ask you, is' that fair71 think it's rotten for his folks ,Wewll! r,qulro s HEEL~.aooM ORAPPLE LOADER Io load ~ 
vet's, to treat me this way. Am l wrong? : l~s In a coastal op~rallon at glf lmat. 111111, ¢0ntr id offem / 
made to the recent anniversary celebrations. He was such a beautful dog, it nearly broke my heart. LEFT OUT- /s~mdy amploymemt toan efficlsot o~r ,  tor,* Preforeme wi l l '  
Everybody dressed in pioneer attire and there But I was blameless. I wasn't going fast. The dog should " DEAR LEFT: Yea. On two* counts: (1) Marriage isNOT ~i tm~st~lbe givenmppll~MstO a robberto moon#dapply fo:machlm for mobllily. : II1.~ ' 
was a fine atmosphere in the place-well attuned to not have been loose. 
the spirit of the festivities. Thanks a lot. Abby, please ask dog owners to keep their dogs securely "old-fashioned"--lt'e as popular today as !t ever ,wu.  (2), ~' 
tiedup. Someoneisgrievingover thelossofapreciouspet, " Your boyklend's parents are free to invite (and exclude) . : .  ~ 
a beautiful animal has lost his life, and I am feeling whomever they wish. It's their, party; 
heartsick over something that was not my fault. ' . , V.N. ~sku lok ,  , :  
• .' Eurmn Pu,p &, pep.r co. t.~;i 
MAINE MOTORIST For Abby'a booklet, "How to Have a. Lovely Wedding," Box 1400. .  . . ' 
Steve and MoHy Obzera and son Albert are  DEAR MOTORIST: Well stated. TO quote an. old send $1to Ablg-II Van Buren,13Z Lasky Dr,, Beverly Hills, ' . KITIM£T, LC. ' ii/il 
holIdaying in the Lower Mainland and Vancouver politics] bromide: ";As Maine goes, so goes the nation." (I C,dif. 90212. Please enclose a Iong,.self-addressed, Shemp~l , ~ , ~ r . . . .  . 
Island. -hope.) (24~}envelope. " ' ' i :i : i': 
• . . . ,  . .~; .:.:.,'..4'.' ~ ~ ? ;? ~ ' . '~' .  ".. ~.. , , . ,  . . . .5  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~"  ~ ";.'~"." ~ '~ "; ' ~" ~';" . ' , ' .  ' ; '  ~" ~ ' ; ' .  ' ~" ;..5%'............;;.%.;...=. ~.~ 5.;'..~5"~.~.%..... ~.... .~..' . , , ; .;  .;.~.;...~5~. 4" ..~:...................~.~.'~..,.'~:~.~.~..,',~.'~.~;~ • ~.%~.'; '~ . . . .  ( : .  ,. 
LEGAL CURRENC Y UNTIL SEPT5 
• • • ¢ . j  • 
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ANDREW KADZIOLKA 
is  from Gue~b, Ore. 
terlo. He hns rec~nd 
hi= Doctor of Optometry 
'  _..'Y  'llowhead dollars sell poorly• 
J '  ~ e  Yel lowh~d +Dol la rs ,  
aren't going anywhere. 
• -The whole Idea of the 
promot ion,  said Larry 
Provost, Coordinator of the 
Yellowhead Asaoclation, 
wasthreefold i to raise funds 
to  promote tourism In r ~ 
northwest'regions of the 
province, to keep various 
communities in touch with 
one another and help 
each other's local•lies, end 
to-help make everyone 
realize the value of tourism 
and having souvenirs of this 
• area pertaining to this area. 
This year's dollar - the 
first in a serios of 10-has the 
map of the B.C. T~- i s !  
Region "G" on one side, and 
a ernst of Terrace to mark 
the 50th anniversary of that • 
city on the other side., 
The coins are pure nickel, 
with a mirror-llke finlsh and 
reeded edge, and 
" PCB CONTAMINA nON 
Porpoise harbour is bad news 
A f~lerai biologist says 
Porpoise :]Harbor at Port 
Edward had the highest, 
polychlQrinate biphenyl 
(PCB) contamination In 
North America v/hen tested 
in Januaryl 
Otto Longer says~ the 
PCB's in theharbor have 
spread since iulllal tests,. 
taken immedlately after a 
transformer explosion at 
Canad ian  Cellulose's 
Company Watson Is land 
mill on Jan. 22, which is 
alleged to ha~e calmed the 
spill. 
• He- said or iginal ly transfer explodon an¢[does 
• mater ia l  Was found' within not know'what else to clean 
50 feet of the  spill site, but in up. • • " . 
later tests,, material wan CanCel is facing 16 
found 200 feet away. charges, la id  by En-  
Langer sa id f f  Cancel vtrnnmest Cnnada under 
ignores an order to cleanup' the Fisheries Act, of directly 
the PCB's Environment 
Canada will undertake the .+ ~,  . .  ' • 
cleanup and a t tempt  to ~ ~{"~./m}Ir~ w l r  
recover the estimated . ~- -  . . . . .  . ' -  
$I00,000 cost from CanCel in vI@rOI~A (CP) --  The 
court. . ' , p rov inc ia l  government has 
CanCel vice-president awarded a $1 .7  million 
Donald Best says the contract o-L.G. Scott and 
company has elenned up tha Sons Const ruct ion .L td .  o f  
landcontaminationfromthe Kit•mat . for  22 mi les  of 
PENSION 
or indirectly depealling a 
harmful substanoe in a 
place f requented  by  f ish.  1 
The case  openedhere  in 
June and has been ad- 
journed to Oct, 11. 
uns contract 
. 
paving 'on-the John Hart 
HiBhway between Chief 
Lake Rmd and O'Dell Road, 
and ou the Salmon River 
Road north o f  Prince 
George. 
arenegnt/able as currency 
in ~thk region until Sep- 
tember 5. 
'`They WIll make good 
souvenirs: tO. send anyone," 
,Provost continued. "The 
coins are in plastic pouches, 
so they are especially 
welcomed by coin collec- 
tors. The "dies of the coins 
will be given to the  
which is specialized o0 '  the  
coin - this year's die ~ be 
presented to Terrace." 
All of the businesses 
partldpat/ng in the sale of 
these Yellowhead Dollars 
are eligihie for a colored TV 
set in a Thanksgiving draw. 
The more Dollars the firm 
sells, the more tickets are 
added to the draw. 
&"So help .circulate the 
ellowhesd Dollars, says 
Larry Provost. ''Take them 
area stores, and spend them 
.again, i f  you wi~, or keep 
mem tot sonvemrs ,  o r  .a 
gifts for, friends, It'll help 
out the whole region and it 
will promote tourism in our 
Wovince like nothing else 
,. Long  d i s tance  sw im ACCQRD 
I Vere~les MleMel, nine years' ~Id, recently swam one r ' ~ ' " 
tulle a¢rose Lakelse Lake non-stop. In her first attempt +. VANCOUVER (CV) -- 
atiiWimming the length ol'~e lake, she Went from her+ .. Tentative agreement was 
fa~er's ummer home 'on the west slde to her grand."-" reached Wednesday on 
father's, Clarence Michlel, on ~e east side. a unified pension plan for 
• . ' . International Weodworkers 
&m~ l r '~  ~ A A A~ t tAHt /  of  Amer ica  members in the  
#vtd  I n~ L~t ' t~W~ V~W v .  th ree ,  British Columbia 
Degree. from the 
UMvorsity of Ws~doo, 
Recently Andrew ae- 
eepted s posiffea with 
Vlc llawes O,D, M udst  
In Hawes' new pmel i~ 
in Kltlmat as wel l  a= i a  
Ter race .  ud  Sml t lm's .  
..... Early Morning Newspaper 
l ER S NEEDED 
, reg ions , -  indust ry  [( 
. . . .  , , Spokesmen said. • Teachers charae Ke l th  Be~neK,  p.res..ide, n~ I I I  . ~ {" " ~ " I I ~ ~ " " " ~ " " " " 
• . ' • • ~ ~. .  o f : .•Forem . . ,•aust r ia  ~:;:"ff-,~ : ' • . .•  .- .11111~11 ~ k • I l l  111 .  •el I l l .  V . . . .  
• . . " . . ' :  , , ,  ..: ' ,  ' ' ' Relat i~ .wMch represents ~]  - 1, ,  : .  • • mvm mvm r .  m nmm.  [ ]  r .  • . m  
. ~ 1  . ~ . .. " l m  ' " employers ,  sa id  that the' ~ " " .  .... . i , ~ : ~ " ~ , ~ ~ , ~ l  ~,  l ~ , ~ i ~  
l tB t~ l  , .~ , "~ '~r  t ,~T~r , l~  pens ion agreement l ; i s  11 : ' . ,  ; : . ~. • " . '. - " , , . 
I V U ~,P%=A %,~ %J  I ~ %j~i ,  I I ~ ,~ lq , ,~  subject to satisfactory ;|( , .  'I::: ~:: '1~:'~'~: `  ~. ~" ' ; '  " . . . . . .  ~ ' , " " ~ " ' ' ' ' ' ~ ' ' " 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  chairman; Brian ' WilsOn, 1~ amaster contract. . .: :~::.~?:~+.-~"" :  . .  ' . ' ' 
Education Minister Pat Simon Fraser University Jack :  Munro, •don : m m m ' " m "  "~-~ - ~ " ~ " -  " ~- - '~- - "~ ~'= . . . . . . . .  
McGeer is not lone in facing academic vice-preside~t; ..,~=,o...~ ,o , , , , , ,  ,,ioe-", M l ~ , r l ~  1 - 1  " i f f : , R l l - - I I  m T T D ' ~ T ' l i  I & T T T T T  T 
charges.levelled by the Dr. DanBirch, SFUass~i ~re;~clent "~a' i 'd "t ' i le ~ l  ~ . ~ .  ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ ' E L " 1' " ~ • M M E  !11~ M M k M M M M  i 
FaCulty Association o f  te vice-president; and l~r. ,~,'~,,~=,,,=,,t'-ao o ,  imM,.~;~,t ~ I I .  ' [ n , I '  ! I 1 1 ~ ~ ~ m:.  , • • • s ,  = [ ]  m [ ]  I • • • • .  • .  
. . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ - .he '•s-not- '  tt p e to  - . . . . .  / ,  ., . • . . .  . - - . . . . . .  
col"--m~+ b la -Labor ' ' ' "  ""  +l~elation"'"s com--"'plaint to t " ' " " -he - -B .C . ' "~ l~r  " A imi f led ;pe i~s l0~plnn  for  '.•. "•  " .... . ' ,• Mmm+i~V 4~kFgg g ~ | d ~ v  ' 
Board has been exploded to Relations Board. . j the Coast, Sou•era ,  .m- • ,+ ' " " I I I IV l IMU,~ .R I l l •  I I IM IH J  
include: Walter Hardwtck, " .n  tar•or and Northern m- - . " . • ' , ' ' , . ' • . . . .  " I • , ' - . . - . . [ 
deputy education minister; FANDU says all of th,Le tar•or egions has been a : • 
Jim Bennett, MeGeer s individuals have v i0~:  major stumbling block in : : "  / '  .... " ' .  ' l~slsmm,~ mm,.@ ks  a .h . - - . . .~  =, . . I . . . . .  "~o-  • 
I n  i l l  l l l i l l  I I  MUI IMUIUM HUIU IU  l im lmun esecutive assistant; Bill ~ti/on ' 5 of the provindlal negotiations, . . . .  /~:: ? + : ~, ~i ff -. 
A~rmstrong, U~liverpities |ahor code which pm+hiblts ' . ,p~.,.: l .~lhe,.nsio n -lan . ; .-.. ; ~ +.!../;.+ :; .i! :.:+. :+.. '+/.i, .,:i - / . . . .  ' " " • " . . ' ' " ' 
CotL, teil of  Br i t i sh  Columbia ' in t imidt ionofanyk indt~t  : , , ,  . . . .  "~ and d- re" /o r  ' ~ "" d " + I:" I[ #1" :11  $:v ~ I ' I '  ' d 4 ; J4~ I ' P  ' ~ ' ~ ' " 4 v 
' - , .  -'~ ' " " " - cou ld  reasonab ly  have . . t ie  =~memu~. .  , , .=2 • . , " " + ' . .  ": " ~ : . . . . .  ~: ~,' +" :. : ' . " " ' 
LJ~I,,~ ~^,.,.-.I.~¢ effect of Comve]lin~ or ~- resumpuon ot tuu-scale . . ,  : . . . .  ' " .- ' ++. . . • .-:. : • t . 
• | i t '+ ;  o - -  ~ " " • " - . ' : ~ , : : "  , .  , • 
• I 1~ ~J O~, ,~U~I IL  d .Mn. . .  ,~rsonLto m- negotiations have not yet , , . . .  , , , , 
= . . . .  f'ra~n'~r~mr~coming, or '~ beennnnounced. , - I 7 " r " 
, , . l a g a l n s t  T l re  continue or to cease to be. I . -  . .  . . . . . . .  ] CIE  
.~_  . : . . . . .  member of trade u~ion.- • . - -  I - " - - -  Boys  or  g i r l s  ] I to  14 years  o ld ,  but  age 
YIUI"UKIA tUk')  - -  Tne : i . .~ , ,  . . .~F4  • ~-~ 
British Columbia govern- ~ , , ,nu  is a directiv I l l J t . J |UU " J ~ . . ' .  _ . . . _ . .  . .  
gent /has  urged rura l  ci~a~t'~ed i ocal o f  tli~ . . . .  : / ' - - '~["  ~S no  bar rmr .  Don ' t  he•tote ,  l~xce l lent  profits 
hom~wners totake stelm to Canadian Labor Cono~ess : ,~ , .~ ;^1~. . . , .~  | In•  Ii . . . .  
helj~'~defuse the potentially Its comnlaint is ha~ed ~n I I I  I I  I1~11~1~ / - - ~ ' ~  . . , ,  , . . . . .  
explosive forest fire sire- stateme~is hv all of the " / T __  to  De  maoe.  •ere  s your  cnance  to  make  me 
at(on in the province, individuals to the effect hat ~arrJe King, of Terrace, I - -  ~ , ' 
. D. H.~0wen,.head of;.the continued post  secondary '~has been. charged .with | ~ .~ }~ . / , , • . 
~r l~o se~i (~e ~r°~e~°~ educat ion  at  NDU in  .Nelson fa l l ing  to s top  a t  oalge~.. ~lngna t [ i 1,~ .I ~1 money you neea ana  you are  ,earmng . .... 
• a,Y _ ;" / th  t in southeastern B.C. would, after shewasmv ved n/  ' I ~ ~.%~,,t~/ - - ...... . . . . .  
re~ease i weu~esoay~. a a t  the very leas.t( :.be traffic acci.dent Tuesday at | ~ ~ ~ • ' . 
own em. ot sun.~.mer co.~ag.es eriously jeopardized oy me ;6:40 p.m. at me comer ot ~ ~ ~ f . . . .  _ . . 
ano omer reemencas m' ~ne existence of 'uniOn~ed ~ Lakelse and Emerson. l - -  . ' , ._---  ~ .  tO manage your  own bus iness  , 
~ov~..ce'.s wood.edl areas faculty association; : Her, th ' ree-year~old | ~ j~ '~- -~ • 
~. P The complaint referS•to was i n ju red  and taken to / "~ ~.  / ~ X " ~" ''t ~ *r" " ~ 
pro~;  : ,' - . ,  , Bill 68, mtroducqd by hospital. She was later,. ~' :~, .~J~7/. t~ -' ] /~: " ' ' i 
• McGeer in June. The released. " ~ ~ ~ .~M g , t,! l 
' - + - -  proposed bill would abolish According to police, King ~..~'~'~ r ~ |~]  
, • all .. certification • and  w, as proceeding west on ~ '~ ~ ( ,~ M | . ~ . .  ( 
• collective b rgaining rights Lakelse when she failed to I ' t~  ~ I ~ IJ I" U n • ra  i held by ~e association, stop at the red light.and was L__.~.~-~ . ~ f /~  I 
• = while renaming the Nels~n ~o~r~ea~i~vUe[  I ~ .~\ \~ r x 
~,~mmlmsa~ institution the :Da'v d I. ~/.~X~k._ ' '  I ,  ~ .~ " 
O ~ l V l l J ~ O  Thompson. .  University .by Harold Fillmo ~ of  Port 1~, . .~[~~m_. .~ ~:. t 
' ' ~ '  ' " Centre, 8a~atcnev/un .  ~'dm. { '  . .~  J ,~ I~M 
Lorna  Whi te  " "T . .a~- !  [' ~ ~1~ 
The King vehicle then 
The association charges went through the in -  
" that members of tho I~'U terseetion and struck• a ,~,~ 
Funeral services for the faculty have been warned vehicle driven by Steve . :ol 
late, Lorna White will take that in order to keep the# Hoving of Terrace. The .11~. 
place on Priday August 19th jobs, they must get rid bf Hoving veldele was stopped 
art:00 p,m, in the Salvation FANDU. And to back up i~sl a t  the lights in  ~he east- . . . . . . .  
A~'myHallln Codervale. A contention, its submission ~o: bound lane;; ,~ " /  'i / 
~emorial service will be the labor boarddocunients~a r 'po| |ce es t~ate  '' the total . . . .  ~ ~ '  ~ 
long series of ~statements ~n damage to the two vehicles ;;:~ 
li;m. in the Salvation Army the situatlonatND U, ~ is $3,000. ' - ~ ~ ~ I ~  '~ 
Hal[in Terrace. : . 
" ' m u m n m m m m m m 
: ~iI ~ 
r ~ • " . 
" . . . .  " " - OARRI~[R APPLIOATIOH 
I 
~iMacKays  Funera l  Ser -  " . . . .  ~ .  : / : ,  
. o . .e  ,.  c ,a+ o, Native t cannery , arrangements.. " ' : : " " ' I Name can rebound 2.,ust,rallableandhonasLYouwlllcalle¢laalhmonflL 
~; " : 1 3 '  Must  be  eager  to  inc ream the  number  o f  cus tomers  on  your  route ,  
~ Pau l  Dol l '  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . ,  • ' , ": ~:, :~ I Address ,  
. . i , - r4 ;  
ilFuneral services for the I 
lkte, Paul Lindberg Doll age bella belia, b.c, cp- '1~ loss of $1 million in canned : -  
~4' 1"will, take"  p lace  on salmon in a barge accid~t will not affect he • future of , l ~ 
Sat~y Ang'~ ~0 at  2:~ Native Fisherman's C0.~p cannery at Shear~vater, . . . . . .  ' ':' 
[ ~ i m ; . i n  the Salvation Army B.C. near thls|:entral Britieh~Columbia community/ . . . . .  * 1 " I Phone No. 
itall With Capt. Bill Young said plant n~auager BobHarm Tuesday; *' ~ /theH~raMMflce today, to the Affention of 
officiating and the Royal Just about ,all ~ithe~9,0o0 Cases v/ere lost but I 
Canad ian  Legion par. ~'~ ' ~ / ' : .  . .. ' 
tlclpafi~. Cremation lsto ~verythingwas in ured,:,:hesaid. ' ~ : "  I Age 
The cam smashed through the side of the barge : ' • 
fbllow; Donations to the when they were dislodged by a strong swell while" I " . . . . .  , " ~. ' ' i '  . . . . . . . . .  I 
Salvatiou Armywould be being towed down queep CharlotteS•rod. The loss .... 
appreciated in lieu of will represent about on&third ofthe camery's output I 
flowem. MacKays Funeral • , 
~rvices a re in  charge'of " " I 
this year, said Harris. ~"': .: + , 
Previously Operated by~Millbaiike Industries, the 
arrangements, c~nnnery.'wasbought thr~e yesrs ago by 234 local In- • . . . .  + . • 
. . . .  , , mare WhO have h~n opei~ating it es a co-operallve. 
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On guard 
with fire 
Well we 've  finally got some summer. 
f l • l e  have been cooling themselves at the lake, or just laying about out in the sun. 
Notice that nobody is wearing jackets or ties 
anymore., People who haven't worn short sleeves 
in years are digging deep into their wardrobes. 
Slmrt pants are coming back in style. 
The women about town are looking stunning in 
their wraparound haltertolm and open-necked 
dresses. 
Salads and pink lemonade must be the  biggest 
moving items in the restaurants and supermarkets. 
~ne whole tempo f life seems to have changed. 
People are slowing doWn. They are dokg  different 
things in their time off. Those who ate lucky are 
working less and taking it easy more often. Those 
of us wl~0 are not quite so lucky .are wishing we 
wore no~ working so hard. 
But there's a bad side to everything. 
• The  bad part of the record hot temperatures for 
us in the northwest ~ the ~nger  to Our forests. 
' Both the K/t/mat and Terrace forestd/str/cts rate 
the fire hazard high. In some cases, the hazard is 
"extreme". Forest serviee officials say we've now 
got the most serious conditions in I0 years. 
This should be warning enough for us to be 
careful of our matches, ashtrays and campfires. 
A campfire ban may be handed down any day 
now by the forest service and parks branch. 
But until then here are some rules governing 
campfires as set down by the B.(Y. Forest Service. 
- Fires must not be located within 10 feet of any 
log, •stump, snag or standing trees. 
. Fires must not be located within 50 feet of slash 
or inflammable debris or wooden structures. 
- A suitable shovel or a two gallon pail, filled with 
water, must be kept available at the fire at all 
times. 
- All inflammable material must be removed 
at least three feet in every direction from the edge 
of the fire. 
- Material to be burned shall be in hand-built piles 
no larger than four feet in diameter and three feet 
in height. 
- Fires must be attended at  all times and be 
completely extinguished before leaving. • 
- Fires are prohibited when strong winds are 
blowing. 
Both district forest rangers strongly advise 
against pienie fires or campfires just now. In most 
cases, there is just no need for them. 
But if you do start a fire, remember our forests. 
A fire could now startvery easily and spread very 
rapidly. 
| 
th~ 
"Well, when he comes back from lunch, tell 
' him his war souvenir k reeking clicking noises." 
...... = ..... Voice of thexeaders , , i::ii,li i i .  :i 
Thornh II  ifireman i r'kedby coverage 
Dear Sir: Fire Department•who was not familiar embarassing i~oth to us and to the wereneeessarybeforel~ouldfin, d ~o~the 
-~ with ,,,the regulations,~governing .the Regional District. loeation•~ofthe fir ~ . " ~ : .... 
I object strongly to the article bY Mr. Thornhill Fire Department. ' '~ The article is all the more surprising in The R.C.M.P. ~ecelved the original call, 
• ~S Marles in your August 16 edition con- I make the distinction' between the that your prevtoos report on the Braun and then contacted the Terrace FLee 
cerntng the Kalum Lake Drive fire of the Thornhill Firefighters and our Fire Island fire of July 21included a very czear Department. When Terrace reached me 
previous day. While great pains were Department because they are legally two • explanation of the situation involving our by radio, the~orteld me to phone the 
taken to explain that equipment puT- separate ntities. • tanker. R.C.M.P. the location. 
chased by Terrace taxpayers cannot be The !.Fireflghters. are an association ~ I also found It Very interesting to read I would therefore :. sugg~.t that~ an 
taken outside of their district, the reason which own the tanker used for calla from that we arrived one hour after the original inquiry flato the chronology of me incident 
given for theattandanceof the Thomhill outside of the Thornhill fire protection distress call, I had:estimated that the is more appropriate than a simple 
Volunteer Fireflghtei's was  not, only . district. " time elapsed between receiving •statementthat we were ~Vchinarriving 
inaccurate but also potentially dama~ng notification from the Terrace Fire because of the distance w c we had to 
to our reputation in Thornhlll.' . Wedo not take vehicles'purchased by Department and'our arrival on the scene cover and eertslnly more responsible. 
What is particularly annoying is that the Th0rnhill taxpayers outside Of our was approximately thirty minutes, thanthe headline: "NOBODY CAME TO 
Mr. Marles's Information concerning our district and therefore the statement in the " HELI~'" 
activities was obtained not' from any of article that the Regional District imposes Had Mr. Marles researched the reason 
the Thornhlll Volunteers who attended the no restrictions on where the Thornhill for the delay, he would have disc~,ered a JamesPiper 
fire but from an officer of the Terrace Fire DePartment can answer calls is chain of radio and telephone Calls which THORNHILL FIRE CHIEF 
Dyed-in,the,wool fan misses. Canucks.' radio 
Dear Sirs:.  Besides being a senior 
l amaVancouverite, now citizen I am. also had- 
making myhomein Terrace d ieapped so that I could 
and just starting my second attend just the odd game. 
year as a Terrace resident. However, I never missed a 
Having spent most of my 
77 years in Vancouver and 
being a dyed-in-the-wool 
hockey fan, I have followed 
the fortunes and misfor- 
tunes of the Canucks hockey 
'team since their old Coast 
League days. 
televised game or a radio 
broadcast both home and 
away games, thanks "to 
CKNW. 
To say that I was amazed 
and extremely disappointed 
of all the stations between 
Prince George and .Prince 
Rupert, Terrace was the one but, unfortunately, there is a 
and only'station which did Fench Language station 
not carry this very en- which must be in TerraCe or 
retraining sport heardcast, close by which drowns the 
I own a very good radio but coast stations out. 
because of our location here, I have no objections to the 
I cannot pick up any of those Frenchlanguage station as I 
stations, eveh Prince understand there is a large 
l~.pert or Smithers; just 100 French speaking populatten 
miles away. here, but It is extremely 
I get CKNW and a Victoria frustrating when they black 
station from theCoastloud out ones favorite broad- 
and clear most of the ti_me casts. 
I phoned our local station 
last fall to enquire why they 
did not carry the Canuck 
hockey games ~md I was told 
they could not get sponsors. 
In a hockey minded town 
like Terrace I found this 
pretty hard to accept. 
Come ' on, you  local 
Canuck fans andI am sure 
there must be many, please 
help by leaning on our local 
broadcast station to get 
:fuel, as land full. .But the 
industry took another look 
hog fuel while watching its 
ori bill climb to $76 million in 
1976 from $13.5 million in 
'1970. • 
" Workers are hard at it installing the Chipper,Edger in Euroca~n's 
' renovated wood mill. The mill Is due to re-0pen Sep!ember 6.
Business potlight 
Oil crunch, turns waste 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Millions of dollars: are' at its pulp and pap.er, millat i'boilerwillbefittedwitl?,the woodwaste emits, la: 
Rising oilprices have forced pouring- into the,i,~on- Port Alberni, 75~miles west e lec t r i ca l  g ep.era.txng mounts of fly ash w] 
the British Columb'a] forest struction of power ~oilers. ,  of here on' vancouver . . . . . . . .  "capacity to: cut eaCZ?~ on. h,rn~l . . . . . . .  ,, 
industry to use-bark and and., for research into .island,.but he:,ec0nomlcs rapidly.truing emcmcai "It's atrade-off, Br 
sawdust waste as a realistic gamricauon pmnts, using, didn't maze it right, oills~ . Howe, MB's vice.presid, 
and economic alternative, hog waste as the fuel.. ..... But when .the.ori pn..oes . The ,B.C. forest mdus~y operations, explained. 
source of power. • Fores t  inuust ry  went u we t~z anomer currenuy consumes neany you want a nollution-i 
• s okesmen sa  it isn't uite look at ~e situation anu me six million barrels of oil and ~m it,s ~Oin~tn east p Y . . . .  o o--  .... , 
When forest corn anies as simple'as switching ~m economics looked ,better," 27 billion cubic feet of en'e'r~v" 
had ChDAP they u~the i r  fossil fuel to wood waste, says : mill •. manger Bill natural gas, enoogh'gas to ~ra l  yeads aCanad 
wood waste, knownhas hog EnvirOnmental concerns Hawkings.  • . heat 250,000 Canadian' Forest Products Ltd, 
:fuel, " have. ,~igeneratea costly REDUCE ~ILLS ,/, .' homes a year. ' told' by the nrovin~ 
i dm capital:~.expenditu~d~for, / MB :says ~e $23~i.m.m~on , The decision to empliasize Pollution Control Board 
I pollution agatement, i~ ! ~ the company m spending on hog fuel consumption over cleadun or close the twot 
fll~ MacMillan Bloedel L~d., its Port Albernipower boiler petroleum brings with it fuelsburners at its V 
 had plans to build a hog fiiel ~ save 200_,000 .bar£..elk..of more stringent pollution couver sawmill. 
. power boilerin the rote 1960s oil a year. mventuauy me control regulations because SMOKE ND ASH 
PARIS (Reuter) -- 
plan. to help visitors to 
Paris, especially those using. 
the Metro subway system, is 
proving to be a flop. 
Brightly colored badges 
were zssued to Parisians on 
which they were supposed to 
write '?I speak ..." and fill in 
any foreign language they 
.knew. • 
Supposedly, any foreign 
visitor who was lost or in 
trouble could ask anyone 
wearing a badge in his 
language for help. 
The  city's transport 
company, RATP, gave 
away 150,000 sticky-backed' 
paper badges at Metro, 
stations and tourism offices, 
but people didn't wear them.' 
Cynics say the scheme, 
launched in June, was 
doomed by the hostile Metro 
environment where millionf 
avoid catching each other's 
eye and speaking to 
strangers is •'considered 
impertinent. : 
A French newspaper 
wrote: "This sort of thing 
doesn't suit the psychology 
of Metro travellers." 
One volunteer who tried to 
make the Scheme work 
b lamed its failure on 
inadequate preparation., 
"The RATP should have 
arranged 'meetinss for 
• volunteers to explam what 
was expected of them, and 
then gwen metal badgeS, 
not paper oneJs," the  
volunfeer ~aid. "Anyway, 
the foreigners you meet in 
the Metro tmually aren't 
lost. They've already found 
their way •around. It's 
outside the stations they 
need helD." 
An P, AVFP official said the 
campaign coincided with a 
strike by Metro cleaners, 
and rubbish discouraged 
people from spending extra. 
time in the Metro to .help 
foreigners. 
The campaign was part of 
a broader effort to improve 
the Metro's , 'image, 
.tarnished by violence and 
filth• " 
Musical shows, p'oetry 
readings, exhibitions ,of 
mural painting and even' 
Red Cross first-aid displays 
in Metro stations have been 
organized. '~ i  , .' 
Scores of stations are 
being retried and brightly 
redecorated and small • 
• shops are, encouraged "'to 
open on the platforms. 
' Yet despite the efforts of 
officials, semi-vagrant 
• minstrels Seem to be the 
only people capable of 
creating goodcheer inthe 
Metro. 
Tourist 
ba?g es 
failing 
rge 
hen 
uce 
)resident, 
~ l .  "If 
)ollution-free 
o cost you 
 anadian 
ts td, was 
p i cial- 
'us  to 
t  t  hog- 
Lt its an- 
;H 
The burners were 
generating all the electricity 
requirements for .the mill, 
bu~ also distributing large 
mounts of smoke and fly 
'ash. ' 
cF~" considered ex- 
perimenting with pollution- 
free scrubbers for the 
burners. The system could 
not be relied on to sust in the 
necessary pressure needed 
to generate electricity so 
they switched one of the 
bums to natural gas. 
"From a resource point of 
vtewit looks like an unusual 
• move," said John Amberg, 
company spokesman. "But 
we couldn ~ depend on the 
scrubbing system and we 
had to lower our emissions." 
CFP's plywood, and' 
veneer plantat nearby New 
Westminster has a hog fuel 
Vower boiler which drives 
.the tilant's, air dryers, 
plywd0d presses and hard- 
wood digesters. 
busy and dig up snfflcent 
sponsom to enable them to' 
join the Route 16 network. 
Surely if small settlements 
like Fraser Lake arid 
Hazelton can support this 
entertsifflng broadcast, im 
town of Terrace can do 
likewise. ..-. 
,. 
Yours truly, "Senior 
Citizen" 
Better 
relations 
ahead 
WASHINGTON (CP) -  
The United States and Cuba 
to be  moving fairly 
quickly ioward resuming 
diplomatic relations but 
both sides are aware that the 
most difficult tasks still l ie  
ahead. 
• In recent months, the two 
countries have  reached 
agreement on fishing rights 
and extending an anti; 
hijacking agreement. : 
Numero~ frlenmy gestures 
ha been made,' includlnij 
Cuba's d~j~ibn.~.Jt.L~. ~pmq:, 
U.S. pris0nem, visits to tim 
Caribbe n island by Ameri- 
can . businessmen and 
politicians and the U.Si 
decision to extend U,S .  
travel rights of Cuban dl~. 
lomats at the united 
Nations. 
The most siguificant step 
-so far ecc.0rs Sept. 1, when', 
after 16ye re without diplom 
tic relations, the two 
countries will exchange 
lnformaldiplomatic sections 
wormn~ out of the other 
embassies• 
Although both: President 
. Carter and Cuban Presldeizt 
Fidel Castro have expressed 
optimism that relations 
betwesn the two cotmtries 
will "unprove, major com- 
promises and changes of  
attitudes on both sides likely 
would be needei before long 
te rm,  product ive  
relationship •can be  
achieved. 
Perhaps the most difficult 
task for the United States 
will be  to accept •the 
revolution .that.put Castro's, 
~mmunlst regLme in power 
as authentic and per- 
manent• ~ ~ . 
IMPOST EMBARGO ' 
After Castro took power in 
'1961, the U,S. lmbosed a 
trade embargo n ~uba' and 
supported the infamous Bay 
of Pigs invasion in an at -  
tempt to end the re'gime. 
When those tactics fkiled; 
the U.S. Central Intelligenc.e 
Agency plotted to assassin 
te Castro. 
Even more recently, tim 
Nixon government-:at- 
tempted Unsuccessfully to.: 
prevettt Canadian. sub- 
sidlarles Of U.S: comp!i'nies 
from making_ sales to Cuba. 
Castro has• described 
Carter's administration as 
the first since the revolution 
"that is not committed to a 
policy of aggressiod and 
hostility towa~ Cuba." : 
But Carter, while sup~ 
porting improved,relations,, 
has said that Cuba's "un- 
Warranted intrusion into the 
affairs of Africa and7 other 
nations would be  ~:a 
prerequisite ' to nor: 
realization. ' i ~ /
The most difficult ~ 
question facing Cuba!:jS i~ 
whether it wouldbe willing 
to accept he U.S. position 
that it withdraw its t roops 
from Angola and return to 
operating primarily as. :a 
member of the inter- 
American community. : : '  
%1• 
+ /FORSURPLUS, + :: +' +: ;+ 
:  +Resou'r ce im:+ag e , GORDON & 
I/N/( "'llFd ~1"  : : ' d ' " '~ ' ~ ANDERSON not for Bennett +: bring you HAROWARE ~T;~RES . . ,  '+  
MONTREAL.(C?J Premier Bill "--'] ::: + :  THE 
Bennett: of. British: Columbia says he ' ' i 
wants'to rid his orovinee of its image as ~ ' 
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CLC- "totally rejects" 
s t  '  po -controls scheme 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The will not have further scheduled to expire at the 
labor movement's total consultations with the end of 1978. 
rejection of +gover.nment govemm.ent unt i l :~ ,  coo- • BUtL~. Prime ,.Minister 
~emlltio~Ofi~.~++t~qy'~,~ iroJa j)~~z~m~:~..hak~been,"::-'+Trudeau.:+tOltl ' lao, orLana 
to Wage and price controls completely ~ . 1 business ieaners omy ~ me 
means the anti-inflation "Wetotailyrojecttheidon government was preparea 
L~_ gram might now stay m of controls in . . . ' to lift controls early if they 
~fe~t until the ena of 1978, any form wnatsoever-' made a commitment o 
voluntary restraint. Labor Minister John Munro compulsory or voluntary." 
said Wodnesday. Munro told reporters: The 2.3-million-member 
Canadian Labor Congress "Well, I am disappointed 
(CLC) :leaders.saidearlier naturally, but I am not 
Wednesday the labor unduly surprised." UNION and unconditionally and 
movement cannot accept ny LEADERS UNITED unemployment must be 
of • the government's The CLC position, unani- given top priority inpolicy 
proposals for voluntary m()usly endorsed at a tormulaUon.". 
~vaoe ' restraint, a consult meeting of 90 heads at 
llve forum tO advise the unions affiliated' with th~ 
government on the economy •congress, means the federal 
and a monitoring agency, controls program will be in 
after the controls program effect "for a good deal 
congress aid '"wage con- 
trois must end immediately 
"Unless the government's i 
attitude changes, further, 
discussions are not likely to I :'15 The Dot[ors 
be productive in dealing A ;oo Another 
with our present facial and Z i~3~ World 
formally ends. longer/' Munro said; economic problems." Another 
~CLCpresidentJoeMorrik The controls program, Morris said he does ' 145 World 
~mid the labOr movement imposed ~ months ago, is plan to meet the govern- 
' ment o elaborate the CLC's 81 ) . Movle:.Hammerhead,,: PG overlooking position. ~ : +~ V1nce' Edwards • "I'll write them a letter," 145 Cant' 
he said with a grin. veryday worries A policy statement en- +~ Cent' e d0rsed by union heads ~id Cant' Cont' 
i the government has asked ~45 C~nt' 
• workers to voluntarily hold : 
wage increases below the - -  1 
rate of inflation. QUEBE(~ (CP) -  The Partl Quebec.o.is government '" must, not shun.:everyday problems wnue wornng tar 
Qucbec's independence, says PQ backbencher Jacques "In fact, the government ": 
~U l ' ' L '" " ' :  ' " :' ~ ' has.taken a. position that . . . . .  
.. Baril.mtionalassembly member for the rural ~.di~..of workers must ~ccept a rem I ..... 
Ai'tlmbaska, said in an interview published today mac me loss in wages." 
PQ government should take..greater interest m " The c0ngress said there is ( 
~ C ~ .  " 4 . 4 " r I k no need ~or a monlt0dng 
He maintained he would not hesitate to denounce the ~e~C.Y after controls are i 
government if it failed ~.to.iml~.rove .the ,aitnation,for ~ '!The CLC has argued that 
farmers,Within a .yem'~ano smo que.oecs al~cmmra~ 
problems should even take precedence over une..m,;, with. thepresent rates of 
ployment. "We have to east well b.eforew.e, ca.n.wora, unemployment, unused 
,~ farmer himself and a memoer o~ tne umon +ox productive capacity and 
general, slack in the Agricultural Producers for 11 years, Baril said he "didn't 
stand for. election just to land e job, but to defend the. economy, there is little dan- 
farming and working classes.,' . . ger of a wage and price 
:Baril said "old bureaucrats" in Qucbec's civil servme bubble ccurrlng if controls 
have too much power and are hampering the work of the are lifted." 
government, t The CLC said it has 
"serious reserv tions" about 
' , , ,~ .i .... . . " the government's proposed 
. . . .  consultative body. ,U osItlOn growing. "'.While. we. rceive +e 
• PP  • .'+ aov~ory ooo~ ~represen,.. 
" -  - - - - - ' - •  Quebec mechanism t~oug l~ 'whicn 
rr+ . mnmrme  vate ,=, t . t io= can  ~11- • 
- - "  " "  . • : . . .  : _ . , .  tlueuce policy decisions, the 
• ' , sepaoauon+ ~omp~eu wzm. government perceives the 
TORONTO (CP) -- Op- 7t_pe~_ ce __,~p . . . .  exact opposite. + 
position ..... 'to" Quebec InqueDec, x.gper cenc.s.mu "In propesing the con- 
se aration has grown both + they fav0reg__separat!o.n sultative body, the govern; i ' I 
Quebec" an(l across com~r,m,_,m,_z_nz, p..per~enLm..meat's ~,e. J~._ur~_m_e_Lw°%~ 
.Canada, a Oailup poll con- ApPU.. P+auo~m_~__+_~_, o~on ~.m con, .rzoz..m.,eu._ecp, z U,,U 
dUeLed' in July indicates, cent  tavoreu aepuru,u, prwate msumuon,. 
The poll was carried out for compared with 15 per cent in The CLC has vropesed the 
The Star by the Canadian April. . '. establishment o~a coancil of 
insUtute-for public opinion Changes m .l~rcentages social ,, and economic 
mid that within Quebec 70 wer~ cco,untecl, tor mainly, planning, made up of. 
percent of those queried .by.perso~ a s t~__~_ + business, labor  • and 
o~z~ed . separation msteaooz~."s.ungmenmmve~ government r epresen- 
~ province from the rest as unuecl(l~'. . . . .  tal~ves. 
of : th~, country, compared In the poll, .1,049 persons , The government seys any 
with 62 per cent in a similar 18 years and over were Such advisory body should 
poll in April. interviewed in' thew homes, include representatives 
 
The were asked ff they from consumer groups, 
Nationally, 7~ per cent of woul~ favor or oppose farm organizations, 
those, asked. Opposeu. separation . . . . .  l~h~m~ and others, 
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hm. 
"a resource'colony" of Canada by 
,b~d~ up see..,o~u~_ .industry ~ongh 
Alberla Energy uo.:type eorporauon m
which  the public could invest. 
But the new thrust of controlled growth 
in B.C. is comln~ from export demand for 
.its 'primary products, he said. The" 
• resource industries are in for a new'round 
of expansion although "at a slower ate" 
than in the- 1960s. 
Bennett said his government's pulp and 
paper "holdings and possibly its 13.5 
'percent interest in Westcoast Trams 
Transmission would be put into 
the proposed new investment corporation, 
to be runby the private sector. This would 
allow greater public ownership in in- 
. dustry through shareboldinp, he said. 
He also noted that his government has. 
just signed afive year agreement with the 
federal department ofregional economic 
expansion to boost secondary industry. 
Interviewed inMontreal Tuesday while 
.on his way to the provincial premiers' 
eopference in St. Andrews, "N.B., the 
premier said his governmeht ad put the. 
province's finances "back on an ei/en keel 
and we're heading for surplus gain." 
CUT TAXATION 
"We're planning a heritage fund to 
handle the problems of the non-renewable 
resource industries," the premier said. 
"We're gettipg into the petition when we 
calst rt to cut taxation." 
He said. he is happy with .the federal 
governmentes choice of the Alask + High- 
way route for the Northern gas pipeline, 
noting thoprovince wiilronlL~esuhslantiai 
benefits by transporting construction 
materials to the line. 
Bennett said he sees the Alaska HijhwaY 
route being linked to the Mackenzie Delta 
line with atoop running down through the 
~ovince to the, coast. This would c'P, a te  
ALL  LISTINGS SUB~IECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
an energy corridor along the basic mute 
and hel0 to olzm up B.C.'s northern 
e~p- .  and metal resources. 
and paper is still a vi~al industry in 
~e province, the premier said, adding 
that companies like MacMillan Bloedel 
and, Crown Zellerbach Canada have 
committed themselves tospending about 
a bmion. 
"we ve got room for two kraft p~p 
mills in the interior;,That's where the vulP 
and paper.industry growth as come from 
• and there s more to come." 
PREMIER BENNETT.. "B.C. Is not a 
resource co[my." 
T.V. GUl 
o 
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WHA plans '77-78' season without Oilers i ! 
By MEL SUFRIN 
CP Sports Editor 
• MONTREAL CP Edmonton 
Oilers may not he a par  of the World 
Hockey Association during the 1977-78 
season and if their co-owners have 
nz to move a National Hockey 
gae club into the Alberta capital, 
they may be headed forlega~ troubles. 
The WHA announced Wednesday 
that it will operate with at least seven 
players," said Ben Hatskin, chairman 
October to include New J~ngJand 
Whalers, Quebec Nordiques, In- 
dianepelis Racers, Winnipeg Jets, 
Houston Aeros, Birmingham Bulls 
..and Cincinnati Stingers. 
" Peter Pocklington, representing 
Y_,dmonton at the meetings, stomped 
"_-out of the WHA meeting after the 
board of trustees would not meet what 
.~hey.te..r..mod "extreme player de- 
mantis." ' '  "But we plan to  protect our 
_"They asked for ouite a few territorial rights," said Hatskin, 
players," said ]Sen Hatskin, chairman although there may be some debate to 
member teams. It is tough to get a ctlv what those rip.his may be. 
team to releese it players, eXaWH~ i~ve  clubs invaded 
ine~nher teams. It is tough to get to NHL territory several times during 
m to release its players, thepast fly, years and while the WHA 
"That discussion kept en going for 'nilght ry to claim Edmonton as their 
eight hours and we eould not work it territory, it is likely they would have 
out: Mr. P ocld.inKton " ~qt up in a huff difficulty justifying that claim. 
ann walkeaout; ma~_m~ 
af_ew hours I~e..will .c'hanl~e Iris mind."  OILERS ARE OUT 
• mere nas been speculation in "We have now been eliminated 
areas that the Oilers ,owners---- 
Pocklington and Nelson Skulb nia-- the WHA picture," said Pocldington 
would actively pursue the purehase of in a telephone intervi6w before 
Colorado Rockies of the NHL and 
move the club to Edmonton. 
.The Rockies failed miserably in 
season-ticket promotion campaign 
selling just about 2,300 while 
the Oilers sold more than 7,000 season 
tickets, many of them because Ed- 
monton fans were hoping the club 
would be part of an expaesd NHL. ' 
Montreal. 
"Edmonton isfighting for its life .to 
get an NHL franchise. We gave the 
league an ultimatum that we didn't 
want to be part of a league of second- 
class citizens. 
"We wanted some guarantees that 
we'd be getting some of the good 
p~ayers from some of the teams not 
r~,~tinulng in operation this season." 
i 
t::...:.;.;......;~:.:~..:.:. . .......... ~;...~.~ ... ......... :~............................ ;..;: ......;..%...............-.:.:.:.:;:.:.:.:.:.:.:......:~. ; ; : ;~ : .~ . : . : : : :  
. • , t  
BASEBALL ROUNDUP 
But before the NHL would accept a
franchise switch to Edmonton from 
Colorado, it is likely the NHL owners 
would have to get assurances by the 
Oilers that the WHA would not launch 
any lawsuits. 
"As far as the league is concerned, 
right now, we have no intention of 
moving into Edmonton," said Brian 
O'Neill, the NHL's executive director, 
noting the league's decision lest week 
not to expand to accommodate six 
WHA teams. 
He said that while the league itself 
would make ne over approacnee to 
move into the Edmonton market~ that 
did not mean that the owners of the~ 
-.Rockies and Oilers could 
.negotiate. 
ARE MEETING 
The NHL has its. semi-annual 
meetings scheduled for Toront~ n~xt 
week and. ea.ch of ~e  member. "clubs 
.111 
. <, .  B.C.  IN  SOCCER PLA YOFFS  
must pey its annual dues t tiC:time ff 
they wish to be part of the le~ue. ,
Skalbanla, who told #, reporter 
Wednesday that Edmonton would 
have a major league team for next. 
year; met. last week in]Vanoouvey 
with Reek/ca' owner Jacka/iekers and 
Skalbani said Vickers seemed very 
interested in selling the Rockies." 
But Hay Miron. skid that as general 
manager of the Rockies, he could not 
believe "that we'll mo~,e from Den- 
ver." 
o~hoMi~idan said that Vickers, who nowis 
ya,"has made arrangements 
for this season and we've been 
asp u~.dnges, hard for our season ticket • 
"Al~ough they aren't What we'd 
like thereto be, we're still eonfldent of 
a 
"~'~"°°'~I'~"an(v~e"the WHA board an- 
notmeed that part of each team's 80- 
game schedule will Include 36 games 
against top teams from Europe which 
will Count:in the s tand ings . .  • 
The league also announced that 
Haiskin will remain as chalrnmn of' 
the 'board while. Howard Baldwin 
managing eneral partner of the 
Whalers, will assume the presidency 
of the WHA. 
Bill McFarland, past WHA 
president, will Serve as general 
counsel to the league. McFarland said 
he could not relocate in •Hartford, 
Conn., the new home of the WHA s 
executive office, for persona] tea.sons. 
• Hatskin said that Birmingham 
Bulls woonld not be able to use Ken 
Lineeman, an 18-yearald forward 
signed from KingstoanCanadians :of 
the Ontario Major Junior, Hockey 
League. 
Ther~ was a threat from Alan 
Eagleson of Hockey Canada that the : 
WHA's North American games '  -'::'.'. 
against European teams would be not "• "., 
be played if the .WItA allowed the. ,.,:....:::.: 
• Bulls . to use Line, man,.:.. :'~ 
. .  | . 
• . .  | , /  ,%.~e.  ~ 
' ; , ' . : '  " ' tp t : .  
"ru°k ut "I S p O r ts  / 
,_~ttors to give Cube a 4-2 
• .'Victory over the Pittsburgh 
~ea the Pirates dropped their 
:second consec tive National 
.Lea.gue baseball game to 
:Chicago. 
Reuechel, 16.5, scattered 
'- ~t  hits a~l walked three • _ 
• .in winning his first game 
• alnee July ~.  
.~ Murcer'~ leadoff homer to 
'right-centre neld snapped a gave Atlanta Braves an 9-6 to a 3-2 Victory over Min- 
:i-1 tie in the bottom of the 
i Chicago continues,;,;::: Ont. canoeists .uu e. ClIV?rS 
i;.,,....oo,..ostruggle to the top , cont inue  their f,ne show,ng 
Bobby Murcer drilled two .... :_~:: .... :.:.~.--.,---.-.-:~-....--.-.-.-..-.- . . ....... -.-.-.....-...~ .... .~-.--.:.:.:.--.~ , , .  . ,m : ; : ; ; ; . ' ; : ; .  ;..';;.';:;;~;;;.;:.:-';'.:~.;.". ;'..';';:.'.....;.;....'.'.%'.;.;*'.:.~;.;'P;%';'..:.';';:-..;.~,;.;.;.;.~.~..'~ home . runs and Rick r - ST. JOHN'S Nfld. CP - Gllles Bilodeau, qualifying round undefeated to clinch a 
medal playoff berth along withBritish 
nesota which knocked the 
Twins from first place in the 
Al West to third. 
• Two run homers by Don 
Money and Jamie Quirk 
powered  Ml lwauke6 
Brewers to 5-3 victory over 
the Red Sex, snapping 
Boston's five-game winning 
streak, while Mickey Rivers 
triggered a fodr-run first 
inning with a homer on the 
first pitch of the game and 
New York Yankees went on 
16 of Chicoutimi came from behind onhis 
final dive to edge Claude Cormier, 21, of 
Woodstock, Ont., for the gold medal In the 
men~s 10-metre platform competition at 
the Canada Summer Games Wednesday 
. night. 
Janice Dalrymple, 15, of London game 
Ontario its first diving gold, winning the 
women's one-metre. 
Bilodeau's gold was the second for 
Quebec in diving.. Michel Lareuche of 
Alma had won the men's one-metre on 
Tuesday while Susie Kniekerbocker of 
Vancouver won the three-metre. 
Bilodeau, amember of the Points Claire 
club,/rafted Cormier after nine dives but 
over took him to win with 396.63 points. 
-. Cormier took the silver with 379.71 and 
Scott pearce of Winnipeg the bronze with 
370,98i~: :,, . . . .  :. ":".- .'.'.: . '":  
Dalrymple won the:,one-ni~e ~ith; 
353.97 points and team-mate Bonnie 
Tysdale of Dundas took the silver with 
339.15. Elizabeth MacKay of Sillery, Que., 
won the bronze with 327.00. 
won six of nine gold medals in canoeing 
Wednesday while Quebec women cap- 
tured the gold and silver in the'cycling 
to defeat Detroit Tigers 7-5; road race. 
john M~,.;~.~;-;r;,,~,~-. .... Br i t ish Columbia, the defending 
.~_ ,,:,~--~ ,,.~s,~.,~. champion in soccer, qualified for the 
~:run  nero,re ann um medal playoffs along with Quebec; 
~"~:"~ "': . . . . . . .  . "" -  ' Newfoundland and Ontario. ue ,verea  run scorzng " Ontario, which won the lacrosse title in singles, enabling Kansas 
City to snap a three-game 1973, made it into the medal playoffs with 
losing streak with a 5-3 a 4-0 record and was joined by Quebec, 
British Columbia and Nova Scotia. 
victory over Cleveland. Saskatchewan, the defending women's 
fourth. He connectod, for 
'~is 23rd homer of the 
Season, in the seventh for 
Cub's final run. 
.~0Gary, Carter drilled his 
th aild 21St~lio~ne runs of: 
.the season and Tony Perez 
"hit his Uth as Montreal 
~Expos  c lobbered  
.Philadelphia 13-0, ending 
:the Phillies longest winning 
"streak at 13 games. 
;: Bob Foroch fired a two- 
"hitter and Hector Cruz and 
iM~e Tyson drove in sixth 
/inning runs to give St. Louis 
"a 2-0 victory Over New York 
Mets, snapping a three: 
igame Cardinals' losing 
.streak. 
". Jeff Burronghs's two-run 
:homer in an eight-run sixth 
• inning broke a 6-6 tie and 
Columbia. 
C, arole Sanier, a five font four, 9pound 
university student from Montreal, fought 
strong winds to win the women's 21.64 
kilometre hicyele read race• 
"I 'm very small which mea~~-~- -d  
like this I get blown aromid," Sanler said 
race on Highway 2outside St. John's In 
• minutes, 17.0~ seconds. 
Merle-Claude Audet of La-Sarre, Que., 
was second in 35:33,57 and\DaWne Deely 
of Vancouver third in 35:41.77. 
• Barbara Olmstead of North Bay, Ont., 
celebrated her 18th birthday by winning 
three gold medals to lead Ontario to the 
canoeing title. 
.Olmstoad won the. kayak singles in 
2.40.5, j~med Elizabeth Arnold of O!tewa 
.... pert.of the fours gbld~medaltsta,~,withv,. 
Efizabeth Arnold and her Sister Tim and 
Lynn Armour of Carleton Place, Ont. 
Donald Brien of Dartmouth, N.S.,won 
the kayak singles in 2: 39P; Inn Crowley of 
Mississanga, Ont., and Andrew Sheppard 
of Carleton Place took the pairs in 2:07.5, 
and the Ontario team of Crowley, Shep- 
pard and Gordon Brown and Mike Mat- 
thews, both of Gananoque, won the fours 
in 1:55.8. 
In the men's canoe fours, Steve Betting 
and Eric Slhert of Montreal, Marc 
Granger of Lachine, Que.,. and George 
Jones of Chateanguay, Qua., won in 
2:32.9.' 
Michael Hurley of Mississauga won the 
men's singlesin 2:44.89 and.Randy Me-, 
Donald-and David MeNaughton. o f  
Waverley, N.S., the pairs in 2:2~.8. 
CFL ACTION 
defeat Bombers 
• WINNIPEG (CP)' --. British Columbia Lions movedl 
into a tie for. first place in theWestern Football _Con- 
ferenee Wednesday night, defeating Win.nipeg ~lue 
Bombers 25;17, . . . . . . . .  • 
Leon Bright led the B.C. offence with a pah" M toucl~' 
downs, oneon a 35 yard pass and run play from q~r -  
terbank Jerry Tngge. The other came on a speeatetuar 
100yard kinkoff return. ~ 
' M ike~k l~d.  gotithe.other Uons',tow, hd~. ,~aa _ 
. threeyard-plunge . . . . . : ....... ...i76~:, ~o.~n~/ . ) . , .~- ,~.~;  .~, 
in the secendquarter. Placemcger/au t.aesaglla I)oo .t~l . 
a .field goal, three converts and a smgm. 
"C~brd Pat~'son got Winnipeg's only tou~.lxlown, a13  
yard pass in the third quarter from Harry em~guc. ~ 
Bernie Ruoff contributed three field goals, a convert and 
a ,single to the Bombers' cause. .. 
re ,  win gave the Lions eight •voints, the same as nEdd. - 
mouton Eskimos but the Eskimos have a game in hart ,, 
.The Bombers n6w are in fourth.plai:e behind Seakat - f  
chewan Roughriders. ' ' 
" The Bombershad good scoring opportunities in the 
first quarter, aising the hopes of theeapadty crowd of i 
~,210. Bu~ they had to fail hack ea~ _time o.n ,~e 
pmcemckii~ sinus of ~uoff. He Izmtea r.z-.yaro nero: 
goalat4:54,aud foliowed with a boomingmckoffthat' • 
Rock Lo, ng conceded for.a single. _ . . 
"'JR~ofl s next placement came after mer~ ~ wau~er,~ ~ 
intercepted a Tagge pass on the B.C. 30-yard line and 
,.ran it for seven yards. After an incomplete pass on a 
soto-nd own play, Ruoff Connected on a 25-yard field 
"; ' HIT SCOREBOARD Argos 'J['heLions gst on the scoreboard at 14:15 of ~he fl~:at m n Lancaster leads Riders over ~ . .  4oyard-field goal by' Pus.ago. • " " " Late in the quarter, TaSte connected with AI Sharuk.. • on ~ 42-yard p~ssing play that brought the Lions to the. 
• ' Winnl two-yard.line. " . : - " ' : 
By CHUCK SVOBODA Argo_nauts in Canadian night, the t I i ~ e it 26- quarter while kicker 131~..M .... ~"~ ' S,,;,~,=,dearriodoverlefttackletorthetouehdown . A.98-yard pu~t,retu.m by now the team's general m .at 13.47; . . . . .  . .... ; , 
TORn O CP Pootball League action 20 with ~ | I, ~ An- coritti added two field '~s  Pau l " : .~Hi  ms' '~et Up nnger. " As the third quarter opened, : Tagge threw :a :  .... .':' ~. 
( ) -- Qu before 49,714 Wednesday  drusyshyn  single'but the nd three converts. ,~ Saskatc~'ewan'sfirst-qu Rer MOUNTED DRIVE long ~so to Bright. Defees/ve halfbacg Walker, lost ~ ' 
arterback Run Lancaster, night, veteran Saskatchewan NeilLumeden, on a. three~ touehdo,~n. Williams c rried After Macoritti added a track of Bright and tried to knock down the pass.but ~' 
ignoring four interceptions, The Argos had built a 25- terback came througl~ m me re run, ann qiarmroacx all the way to the Toronto 15.yard field goal mid-way missed, Bright was home free for a 65-yard touchdown 
threw the winning touch- 13 lead in the third quarter fin I minutes to find. unucK ~:aley, on  " seven- elght-yurd line. A touch- in the second qunjzr, the 'at 2-57. . " ' :; ." ' " ' ' 
• down ~mss to Steve Mazurak but Steve Molnar's three- Mnzurak on.non a 29-yard yard scramble, gottheArgo dow.n pass. to Steve Mo.ln~ Argos mounted their first TheBomberseamebackwitha35-vardnassingvlay 
with a minute and four yard touchdown run scoring strike touchdowns. Andrusysh~,n on me next pray was w~peo touchdown drive, moving 'to Jay Washington and a 31yard pass that Tom Scott 
seconds left to give narrowed the margin L~djster also passed for booted three field goals; out by a holding penawzbut from their own 50 in nine caught with o spectacular dive. Knight then hit ' : '  
Saskatchewan Roughriders ,After Lancaster gave up an 18-yard touchdown to three singles and two L ncaster came right baek plays nd ending with Paterson on a13 yard touchdown pass at l l  : 51; . 
a 27-26 victory over Toronto his fourth interception ofthe Moody Jackson in the first converts. . , : to hit Moody Jackson with Lumsden's . three-y rd It was on the following kickoff that Bright, moving ' 
. . . .  .: an 18-yard scoring strike, scoring run. through heavy traffic and then breaking loose down . • 
, ~ o  g e e  s ' ~ ^ - u r a - - - u -  t a k e s  ' , , : z . a ,.~'(':"'e~ Toronto then n rrowed the On the ensuing kickoff, mdennes to outrun me last two wmmpeg aetenaers, /
} n o r t e n e Q  T l a t c n  :,n~ margin" with two An- Andrusyshyn added a 75- chalked his 100-yard touchdown dash. " 
drusyshynfleld goals, from yard single afd the Argos Statistically, the Bombers dominated the game, i i 
" " . bn, 39 and 40 yards. ,The second had 14;10 lead until Mak' collecting 21 first downs against 10 by B.C._, and . 
ii NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) -- dsfence finals Wednesday gained 1:19 lead rounding the third leg with Turnem~0 field goal came after Jim budded his second field goal gatning a total of 3~6 yards in net offence.. That  
The threat of thunder with Courageous beating the first mark. seconds in the lead. r. Marshallhadinterce~ted L from 37 y rds near the end of :eemparedto199yardstotaloffencebytheLioos. • " • 
'~qualls brought an early Independence by50 seconds Atlanta Braves baseball The Coast Guara cut3.er 
.halt to America's Cup in a shortened race. owner Ted TURNER, Point Turner, in charg~'~of ncaster pass at mzd-field, the half. Knight threw 34passes and completed 21 fora total : 
. " Ted Hood of Marblehead, SKIPPER OF Courageous, policing the spectator fleet, The seconcl field goaweko 'DESERT HAS OASES ~ 297 yards, while Tagge counected on just nine of 21 ' 
: ~A4:4 .L~, - , I I  Mass., skipper and designer had lost a few seconds from was on the radio throughout made Andrusyshyn the Cufra is a region of Oases tries for 172 yards, r ' ' ' ' ~ "' J ~ ' . 
::~ OU/LU~I I  of Independence,: got the  his lead by the second murk, the race getting weather Argos all-timepointleader near the southwest corner of Neither team had a consistent rurmlng/attack, with i~ 
!! As many as 30 teams may jump by four seconds at the but58 secondsmade theahead.SecondThereaChrace rrang mentsupdates and to makingescort with 543, one more th n the Libya, in the midst of one of the.Bombers'rollingyards,i up '106 yards rushingi:: and~tlie! ~'career record of former the ' world's most LionS just 60 ~ ' : : ~ : :~. : i /~  ' ' 
mrticipatomll tournamentin a serUbnext monthS°ft" goesStart'bestC°urage°us'to wmdward,WhiChhad was shortened at the end of pleasure craft back to port. offensive b ck Dick Shatto, impenetrable deserts. ' ' :::::::::::::.:::.:.:.:::.:::::....;:.::::::::::::::.:::::.:::.:::.:.:::::::::::z::::.:.:.::::::::.:•:.:;z;:•:::::.:::.:.:.:::::::::::•::::.. • ~ ~ '  . / , '  . • ~ ' 
~gos  ~de 
a Z~an
Courag takes sh rt ned m tch 
Softball 
o,e=o,. CO rtfinesJo"°CKE 'gRAw' dZl0 
Ken Grange, a co- ' 
:it will be a double knockout ,, , ,, ,, , , . ..:. . . . i  ~'..',. 
.:competition. The tour- ' 
~ament is set for the Sept. ,, 
~10, 11 weekend at a number 
"of local hall diamonds. ~F '~ QUEBEC (CP) -- Rick imtun sentence of five ye rs lawyer Harvey Yarosky  
~ Grange " says that Jodzio, the Calgary inprison./ . 'said Jodsio was ,not ~ a~, I I i~, I.J' ~rospective teams should , Cowboy's hockey player He was originaUych rged violent • man./ or / 
who injured an opponent with assault,with intent o ' s vage~ He never w nted to: 
.~mgistorcan do thisthelrhyrosterScontaetingby OIt,~lCtlf"ltlv " during a World Hockey injure which 'eerriesl a 14-' ihjure Tardi f i ,  i 
~im at Finning Tractor in 'Asseci tion game here in year maximum term. . Y roskys.id the incident ' 
.Terrace. Cost is $1 per f~ , f~A '1976t has been fined $3,000 in Jodzio: '  was cnargea  took place in the heather 
~player. . ~,~ ~,.,Wf'l s~zons court, following'anincident during ac t ion . . :  . 
a. W H gameAp.ril 1L1, 1.976, . J,.odzio also f cos a $1~,.000 
.'. This is a mixed tour- I mat resuttea m quebec cwi iamagesu i tbm~tbY; ,  ~ament -at least wo women I -surprise court 
#er team. Trophies will be I ppearance Wednesday, Nord/quesftsr MarcTard!f  Tardif who had t0sl t0t i t thel  
~ven the winningsquads. I ;Iodzlo was fined after being sent to hosphal suf- remainder ofthe 1976 season i 
~A disco party Is scheduled . -  Fengutns and Atlanta Flames. ' . [ pleading uilty to a reduced fering from a i concussion, and part of the 1977 season r 
~er Saturday night, Sep- ch rge of causing bodily Addr~ssing JudgeCyrilie because~ of injuries '~ 
~tember 10. harm which carries a max- Potvin Wednesday, defence sustained uring the game. 
• r ! . 
i 
~:~.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:~:~:~:.:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:...:.............................:~:~.........~:.~.;~;........~.~.~.....:~;%........%~.............;~;~;.;~;. ..~...~.~...~.~.......~...~.~...~..~ softball champion, came through the 
" , DESP ITE  FOURINTERCEPT IONS 
win over Houston, while 
rookie Bill Almon drove in 
five runs to lead San Diego 
Padres past Cineinnati Reds 
7-4. 
The San Francisco Giants 
and Los Angeles Dodgers 
game was postponed by 
rain. 
In the American League, 
Jim Sundberg delivered a 
two-strike, two-out single in 
the bottom ef the 10th inning 
to score Toby Harrah from 
second base as the Rangers 
defeated Toronto Blue Jays 
6-5 and moved into first 
place in the American 
l~eague West. 
Dan Meyer's two run 
single through a drawn 
infield led Seattle Mariners 
Lions in first; 
goal at 9:34. 
, . . .  . ~ 
+ , , ! 
/ 
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FOR A JOB',, 
LOOKING , 
FOR 
The Herald, 3212, Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-635"/. Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cams. -Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars (!73.00). 
Yearly by mall In. Canada 
S~0.00.' Senior Clthens $20.00 
per year. 
• Yearly by mall outside Canada 
S51.00. 
A,thorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
p stage in cash. • lasslfleds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
I. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4901 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Dupllcata "Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be In room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For part- 
nership or Information phone 
~6.73M. (CTF) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
mEet'every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:1S p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhiil. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur. 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (clf) 
iNCHESAWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeana,Henlth Unit. For 
more information phone 635- 
2847 or 635-3023. 
B~C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donatlcus may be 
sent to Terrace Unlto Boc 22, 
Terrace, B.C. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday, 
Phone 
638-1021 
835-7595 
t 
• Kermodo FourWhselers 
Meatlngs 1st Wednesday of eacl:~ 
mbnth at 8 p.m, In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn, For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meatlng - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). Flret and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) • 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
14. Business Personal 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOU C I E 635-21 ell 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
off) 
I . . . . .  I 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Centractlng.. 
Free Estimates. Phone 635.5S76 
or  438-1231. ' (df)  . . 
Golden Rule'; "Odd lobs for+:ihe 
Ioblsss. Phone 635:4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) .. " I " J 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTI). 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting ano 
household repairs. Phone 635 
5876 or 438.12Sl. (df) 
E. W. Landscaping 
Box'454, Terrace, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands,, Trees, 
S~rubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Core. Insect & Erosion Control. 
Fencing & Contract Blasting. 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(o9-18): 
19. Help Wanted 
Local contracting company 
requires a bookkeepor-accounta 
Payable 
four to five years experience. 
Preferably In coo structlon. 
Salary based on experience and 
qualifications. Submit com. 
plate written resume with 
references: care of Terrace 
Herald, Box 1160, Terrace, B.C/ 
(c-&15) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ileence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
eTerrace Taxi- 635.2342. (ctf) 
. .  - -  - -  . 
337 For Sale-  Misc. 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, e 
department total, recon~ 
ditlened, very reliable type of 
machine. ' Wlnterlend General! 
Store, 3210 Kalum St. T erra~e~ 
63s-~6. '(off) ~; 
33. For Sale - Misc. 48. Suites for Rent 
I 
FURNITURE SPECIAL 3 Bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
By night a bed sofa and chair Full basement, 1V= baths, half 
~om- $299.95. block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable'for 
Piece kitchen suite - $99.95. families. S250 per,month. 6- 
SlnBle dressers from . q9.95, month lease. Annly Suite 12T 
39" Mattress or box spring from 4529 Strauss. 
- S59.95. " 
' Fred's Furniture Ltd. 
4434 Lnkelsa Ave. 
Second Floor 
(cttl 
Excellent her ,  heY $i~00 a bale 
in tba fiold 81.50 a bale in the 
ham. Phone 846-5500. (p.7.22) 
I 
Instant Printing KEYSTONE COURT 
and Photo Copy ing ,  APARTMENTs 
10¢ Per Copy :)ace No. ~ - ~03 Scott. One, 
Totem Press & Stationery two and three bedroom apart. 
4550 A Lakelse Ave. meats. Laundry & Storage 
Phone &15.7412. area, ,Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet; 
;pacious, security lock-up end 
For some real bargains In used astral. , + 
women's end children's 
clothing, household items and 
toys see the selection at the 53S-S~4 
Kltimat Workshop at 660 W. 
Columbia St. at RIverlodge. elf) 
Open 9 to 4 f. ,. " : ' ~ :  " " . . . . . . . . . .  I 
deys...donatlonS welcomed. For Rent: Small apt. centrally 
(ctt) . + located suitable for singles.. 635- 
24~5 anytime. (oi3,14) 
For Sale: Near new Toyota Twin Apartments: : bedroom 
Forklift, roll cage, lS00 lb. unit. 3 rain. walk from down. 
cupaclty will sell, lease, rent, town. Phone 63~2039'or call at 
trade, what have you. Good 3314 Sparks Street. (p-13~14) 
used electrolux vacuum 
cleaner, s track tape deck and 
npaskersforaute. Anumberof 49. Homes for Sale 
guns for sale. Misc. household 
Items. Phone&¶lb7706aflerS:30 Forsale: 3bedrcumhomewlth 
p.m. (p-13,14) full basement, carport, wall. to 
wall cerpatlng, fully furnished, 
For. Sale: 19/3 Ynmol)e 80 partially landscaped on large 
Entoro : good condition, Bed lot (199x120") on ,quiet street. 
d~asterfleld - "like new. Priced to sell. Phone evenings 
Bathroom sink aml taps. 63S. 43s.34~. (p.9,18) 
3934. (p-13 
For Sale: House 4 years old, 3 
For Sale: Propane utility bedroom bungalow with many 
tt~rnaca output 11:!,000 B.T.U. 'extras. Asking price S29,S00. 
Also 500 gal. tank. Phone 635- Phone 635-2957 (p-3-19) 
3505 (p-13,14,15+16) 
PRIVATE SALE: 3 bedroom 
full basement, carport, wall TO 
38 Wanted::.:M!sc.:/:.:::... wall: carpets; .Royal:gank-.t0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  percent "mortgage. ' Only 
Wanted: "Older type of tralier M8,000. Phone 638.1472 after s 
upto45' Any¢ondltlonsultable.. p•m. (p.13,14) 
For work - e h o p s a n d  StO~. J Iga .  
Phone 635-2145. (p-13,14) Wantedto Rent: Asmall one or 
two bedroom house for working 
couple In Terrace. Phone 635- 
39. Boats & Engines 72o7 or 635.3494 evenings. (c- 
13,17) 
For Sale: 2s' cabin cruller Glen 
L deSlBn 9'S" beam. 318 
Chrysler engine. Fresh water 54. Business Property 
.cooled Volvo 270 leg. For fur. 
ther information call 635-2682 Space now being leased In a 
after 6:00 p.m. (1~1hl2,13,14,15) abel)ping canter t o be loaned in 
Sandsplt en the Queen Charlotte 
1973 Relnell 22" cabin cruiser Inlands. This complex will 
with tandem H1D triller, 320 Include beth retail and'In. 
eng. hrs., 188 H.P. Mere., dustrlal outlets end will be 
sleeps, head, sink; Ice box, available for occupancy in 
loaded with extras, cruise January of 1978. A reply from 
equipped, Price S13,S00. those Interestedparties ~t this 
Boathounekopt. Pbene63S-20e3 flmewouldessuresal0cebuIItto 
after 6 p.m. (p-11,13,13,14) your requirements. Contact 
Sandsplt Development Limited' 
46. Cottages & Campsites at 637-5341, 637-2203 cr 631.s44& 
• • (o11-20) ' 
Lakelse Lake caBIh for asia: 
600 sq. ft. water s~etem,:fully 57. Automobiles 
furnished, reasonable vender 
will assume A.O.S. Sol right 1973 Datsun 610 for sole. Good 
party IOhone"635-7527. (p-5-19) condition. Phone 635.5134. (p- 
12,13,14) 
Lakelsa Lake cabin for asia- 
600 .SOl. ft. water system, folly 1970. Ford Custom, Fou~ clool' 
furnished, reasonable vendor sedan, 302 cubic Inch, 
will assume A.O.S. to right automatic. Phone 635.6235 or 
party Phone 544-2994 (p-5.19) (~35-4320 (ct~) 
! 
47. Homes for Rent - FOr Sale:: Truck and Camper, 
1977 G.M.C. Sierra Classic, 1977 
HILLSIDE LODGE Frontier 10', camper.. Both of 
4450 Ultle Avenue these are 2 months old. Phone 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping ~15.51139 (o8.221 
units, centrally, located. FulI~, 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
clay or week. Non.drinkers For Sale: 1967 Beaumont, runs 
only. Phone 635-6611. (eft) well, 1~7. Phone 635.3268. (stf) 
58. Mobi le Homes 
I 
Like new 12X68 3 bedroom - 
Safeway Set up, ready for 
Immediate occupancy. Ful) 
price Sg,S50. or teern~a to suit. 
635-3715. (10-13,14) 
For Rent: a two bedroom 
trailer on acreage. Ap.. 
proximately 10 miles east of 
town. Phase 635.2339. (p-13,14) 
For Sale: 1970 Knight." .1 
bedroom 12'x47' Ful ly fur- 
nlshed. In Immaculate con. 
dltlon. Must be seen. Prlcad to. 
sell. Custom built. Phone tk15. 
26~1 (p-13,14) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Sale: +l.lar~l top t*~t rall~. 
Ready to" go. kdmonably 
• pr i ced!  phene m.107~(p.13) 
For Sale: 22' Frontier metor 
home. Near new condition. 
Phone 63S-2396. (p-13'14) 
For Rent: Older 2 bedroom 
home In center of town. Big 
yard. S225 a month. Phone 635- 
S~7. (p-!3) 
• Small, older, two bedroom 
furnished house for reM 11200. 
Drive by 4512 Lazelle and Phone 
63S.2~0. (ctf) 
48. Suites for Rent 
. . . . . .  1 
CEOARPLACE 
APARTMENTS 
• 4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suit0 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-70S6 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom aulte~ 
for rent. Fr ldge,  stovei 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna+ and poo l  table, wlth 
security "enterphone and 
elevator, : Absolutely no pete. 
, ( c t f )  + , ' 
19/4 Chev 1 ton P .U . .  Dual 
wheels .P.S., P.B., 4. speed 
deluxe Interior Phone 635-4294 
after 6 p.m. (p-13,14) 
Transfers, Plates • Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (ctt), 
Deluxe Kit Camper. Mounted 
on a 1974 Dodge Club Cab. 
r ~m e ~ or view at 4938 
[-lalllwell. (c-11;12,13,14) 
For Sole: 1966 Ol~moblle, 
Curie., P.S. & P.B., auto., 
trans., Only 21,000 miles on new 
motor transmission and rear 
end. New brakes S1,195. or best 
offer. ' Phone ~1S.32~ (etf) 
For Sale: 1966 F-100 Dodge V= 
ton 310 VO, standard. Posl.trac. 
Rhone 638.1604. (c-11.14) 
LANGUAGE EXTINCT 
Dalmatian is the only 
lmo3~n. Romance language 
that now id extinct. 
+ 
THE HERALD, Thursd~w, August 10, 1ST/, PAgE,  i~'. 
68. Legal 
I 
Fr idg,  
E lodr i c  Range 
1 Sofa & Chair 
Kitchen Cupix)ards 
FOR TENDER 
An ice coaUng on the outside of a package of frozen food may be an indication of some 
previom thawing, so the food inside may no longer be of top quality. 
CONTACT 
PARMELEE & NELSON 
GENERAL INSURANCE 
ADJUSTERS LTD.  
TEL .  635-7910 
AFTER S p.m. 13114NS 
(¢-10-14) 
• Keeping Frozen 
Foods Safe 
Health & Welfare Canada 
says that the safe use of 
.. frozen foods' begins in the 
store. : 
When you're I)uylng fro-- 
zen foods, always check 
:dS. : .... ' • L.egoI "-.:-..i- :.:.+.+" :+Y" 
Warehouseman 
Lean Act 
ATTENTION: Owes glenn 
Regarding 1964 Ford Galaxy. 
Serial No. 6B48CI89214. Under 
the WarehouHman Lean Act, 
we at SKO Auto Salvage, ere 
Instructed to carry out this 
advertisement for two weeks. 
After which time, we ran re- 
register this vehicle. Phone 6,15- 
2333. 
(o4-13) 
NOTICE 
SEALED TENDERS; marked 
Exterior Painting - Provincial 
Courthouse, Terrace, B.C. for 
Exterior PalMing Provincial 
Courthouse ~ Bulld!ng, .4506 
Lokelse Teri;ace, B.C. Will he 
accepted by the Hono~rable the 
Minister, Departmontof Public 
Works, care of Foreman of 
Works, 4827 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C• up to 2 p.m., 
August 31, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Public Works, 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and also 
viewed at Ministry of Public 
Works, 4827 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. on and after 
August 15/ 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not nbcssserlly be accepted• 
(c.11,12,13) 
NOTICE 
• SEALEDTENDERS, marked 
Painting- Fish and Wildlife 
Compound Smlthors, B.C. for 
Exterior Painting of Building In 
above "Compound will be ac- 
cepted by the Honou~able the 
: MINster, Department'0f Public 
Works, care of Foreman .of 
Works; 4627 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C.~VSG 11(7 up to2. 
p.m., August 31, 1977. 
Tandorlng dacumonts may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Public Works, 4637 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and also 
viewed at Smlthers Courthouse, 
• Government Agent's Office on 
and after August li& 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
NOTICE 
SEALE D TENDERS, markecl 
Exterior Painting - Ministry of 
Highways Testing Branch, 
Terrace, British Columbia for 
Exterior painting of Building In 
above compound will be ac- 
cepted by the Honcurable the 
Minister, Departmontof Public 
Works, care *of Forms 'o f  
Works, 402? Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C.; up to 2 p.m., 
August 31, 1977• ., 
Tonderlng documents may be 
obtained from ,Ministry of 
Public Works, 4537 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and 4111o 
viewed at Ministry of Public 
Works, 4037 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. on end after 
August 15, We• 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted, 
'(o11,1313) 
dbplay cases to see that the 
foods: are::kept :below ~the:-" 
"frostline" or "load l ine" 
( the  line marked on' com. 
mercial freezer cabinets 
which indicates the safety 
• ievel).Don't buy products 
that have not been stored 
correctly (above this line). 
Don't' dally after shop- 
ping; t.~e frozen foods 
home and put them in your 
freezer immediately. 
Keep the temperature in 
your home freezer at Oo C 
or below. 
• When .preparing frozen" 
foods, always read labels 
carefully. Many will tell you 
that you should not try to 
refreeze a product. You 
might decide on a frozen 
food item for dinner, put it 
in the refrigerator fo thaw, 
~en decide later you want 
to use some other item 
instead..'" Do not tW tO. 
refreeze food unless++the 
label states -it is safe >to do ' 
so. 
Always plan ahead, so 
you will have time to 
defrost frozen foods in the 
re fdgerat0r. 
Don't take frozen foods 
from • the freezer and leave 
them to thaw at+ room 
temperature for long hours 
they could easily spoil and ' 
cause food poisoning. 
Quitting 
Smoking? 
Get the Facts. 
Smokers intending tO quit 
shoOld obtain as much infor- 
mation as possible before 
giving it ,a try, advises 
Health and Welfare Canada. 
The department is urging 
people to break the habit. 
According to the depart- 
sent ,  it's much easier if you 
have+all the facts and pros 
and cons. There are, it 
argues, very few pros and 
ve~ many cons. 
Countless studies have 
led to the conclusion that 
People onee, u ld  that if they tumecl their money when they heard the cuckoo singing, 
they'd havo money until he came again• 
~ ~'~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE 
IUIftQT 
COLUMN 
INTHE 
WORLD 
t 
Its strength is in the results it 
commands. Somewhere, q 
someone Ilas something to sell, 
buy, rent, lease or offer• As 
fast as •a phone call, results 
Our classified page, 
with the help of our professional 
telephone ad representative, get 
results for those who advertise a 
well as those who are looking. 
1 
/ " . 
smo~ng not only lessens 
the enjoyment of life 
through the , deterioration " . . . .  
of health, but contributes to
many deaths as well. Smok. 
era run a 8rester risk of lung ~ 
cancer, chronic bronchitis. , + 
and emphysema as well as 
hbart attacks. 
• ~+Tw0++secen't . .department 
p~lications that provide. 
hints • and inf(mnation on 
stop smoking are now avail- 
able. One: Is a Smoking . 
Self-Testing Kit, the other 
"So-I'm Living Dangerously': 
Write + to O.D. Lewis, Health 
and Welfare Camida, Ottawa, 
Ontario KIA IB6.. " Foresight Ey sight . lid - TAKER 
You can read this, but 
30;000. Canadians can't, 
They're blind. And the 
tragedy is that a third of the 
,cases could have beenpre .vented .  ~ 635-6357 
Health & Welfare Canada. 
says that the chief causes: 
of+blindness are accidents ' Daily 
, . . , , . . ,  .. . . . , .  Ter raee  Hera ld  
and 81au¢oma. You can , ,  , - .  
combat'+ :these by ;#earing I~. ~ • • + 
safety r imes and protective + 
equipmeht+ and early diag. ., ?".i:+ '~ 
nods of disease. 
t 
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The Wizard of;!d by Brantparker .andJohnny.hart  Your individual 
~O 
Catfish ' by Rog Bollen 
~ ,, O 
B.C. 
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Hagar the Horrible 
I "n4Ar wE POH'T IPO Td IN~ I 
I ToeErH~ ANY~o~ze, . , , , .7  ' I 
I Vod TO po , , - - - ,  - - ,  - A I 
1 7ou'~e Too ~ / I  v / ! 
by johnny hart 
"~ THE ~vORc'~. ~ '~ 
by Dik Browne 
ACROSS 41 Weakens 
1 Duration 43 Piece of 
5 Fairy queen luggage 
8 Cross over 16 Public 
I~ Exchange warehouse 
premium 50 Lifeless 
13 Word with 51 Soprano 
14 
15 
17 
18 
pack Or . Rosa 
pick 54 Hawaiian 
Decorated chant 
metalware 55 A fish 
Mused 56 Jewish 
Grafted month' 
(Her.) 57 Reimburses 
Priscilla's 58 Panther 
John 59 Untidy state 
by Eugene Sheffer-  
DOWN 11 Require 
1 Bark cloth 16 Opposite 
11 Mercury of WSW 
compound 20 Make gentle 
3Frait peel 22 Bang 
4 Unassuming ~3 Beverages 
5 Russian E5 Male swan 
comnnity 26 Miner's 
6 Honor card quest 
? Cots 27 Water plant 
8 Water 29 Site of- 
vapor Taj Mshal 
9 Floats on 31 Skin tumor 
an aircraft 32 Female 
10 "Der - -" :  sheep 
Adenauer 34 Young men 
19 Dec~red 
111 Soap;frame 
bar . 
24 1 love (L.) 
115 Early 
Egyptian 
118 Rich soft 
~Be In debt 
33 Rio de -- 
34 Distinctive 
emblem 
Fresh 
36 Franklin 
or Jonson 
37 Sharif 
38 Serf 
39 Arid 
T"  
$4 
$7 
. ~ Re~rd 
Avg. solution thne. 116 rain, 40 Carnival 
IS IT IE IP iL I~ ICN I IPlSIEI attractiom 
IL IA IV lA i  I IRIENTIRI I IGI ~ Footlike 
organ IEI~I I I L iN IA IN iA IE IRDI  43 Part of 
a shoe 
44 Region 
ID~IRE iC~RiL IE~IR I  45 Heroic in 
~IG~AIR~iAt l  ISILIEI scale • 
~IG IE IE IE IL ID IE IT IO~I  
IP lA I~RiS IT IE iD~IE IS  1 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
m 
i I( ? I e 
S 114 
I 
S 
_ I 
_ I 
~ 156 
i .  IS9 
M41 , 
'1 1~2 ;3 
S I  
S 
I 
47 Prussian 
river 
48 Added to 
49 Morays 
5~ Harem room 
53 Clear as 
profit 
9 io II 
I 
I 
I m l  
W $o Sl $2 
147 4B 49 
I 
I 
'g [ - 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- MEGALOMANIAC RECALL~ 
GRANDIOSE IDEAS. 
O 197'/ King Features Syndicate, lnc• 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: F equals 0
Horoscope 
Frances .Drake 
.What kind of day will SCORPIO I I1~ 
Yomorrow be? To find out what (OcL 94 to Nov. ~) 
the stars ay, read the forecast Avoid extremes. There's a 
given for your birth Sign.. tendency now to make moun- 
'tains of molehills, to lose control 
ARIF~ ,~,~_~ Forewarnedof t mp r, emotio~ls forearmed!generally" 
(Mar. ~l to Apr. 20) ~r~ . SAGrrrARIUS 
A day for accomplishmentl (No4. 23 to Dec. ~.1) .3t~ ~ 
Pu~ out feelers to gain new Good Jupiter influences. 
perspective, a broadened Intellectual pursuits should 
viewpoint, a variety of opinion, prove highly stimulating. De 
Business deals favored, not overestimate your set.up, 
however. You may have to wait TAURUS 
(Apr. 2z to May ~.~) ~U~ out som~ r~z=. 
You may have semerevislons CAPRICORN 1 ~  - 
tomake, huttbeganeraloutlcok (Dec. 22 toJan. 20) 
indicates gain in most are~. A Curb emotions and a tendency 
toward eccentricity. Ttshten 
special reward may come from reins on spending but don't 
an,unexpected source, scrimp unwisely and lose out in 
GEMINI ~ the lang run. . : 
(May 22 to June 21) AQUARIUS ' , e~__,,~' 
• Good Mercury influences (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) " " . ,~~ 
should stimulate your ingenuity When you believe in anything, 
and unusual idese~ Present he your enthusiasm is so intense it 
letter at strategic moments, is contagious, somake sure you 
They shotfld be accepted with are correct in your beliefs. A 
enthusiasm now. day in which your influence will 
c~c~ O~:~ be ~trou~ fo]t. 
(June 22 to July =) PISCE8 ~f'~S::;V'" 
You may have a e~mpl~ (Feb. 20 to Mar: 20) 
program. Tackle It with Some questionable schemes 
unobtrusive but solid deter- nmy be suggested. Be alert -- 
mination, however. Back what and reject promptly. Also, 
you should stoutly, but avoid avoid unconventional behavior, 
heine sharp with others, extremes inword or action. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ( ~  YOU BORN TODAY are an 
Excellent solar influences, extremely versatile individual, 
You will not have to strain to highly ambitious antimagnetic 
accomplish now. A good period of personality. Like, most 
for building up your potentials, Lseites, you have a passion for 
the theater 10ut, should you 
setrevivingaside•a project previously choose the stage as a career, 
would make a better director or 
mc,  o ~U~t  " producer than an a~or. with a 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) gift for writing and keen 
It may occur to you to try• to discdmismtion, you could 
imitate another to get results, excel as a dramatic ritic. You 
But think again. Your own have excellent business and 
methods could prove more financial acumen; could 
advantageous in the long run. become a leader in the COrn- 
LIBRA (sept. 9.4 to o&. 23) ~ '~ mercialwodd.Oti~routietsfor 
Your artistry and creativity law, sports, scienCe. Traits to 
stimulated• A time for taking 'curb: impu ls iveness ,  
your truly original ideas out of arrogance. Birthdate of: 
the thought stage and putting Meriwether Lewis, explorer; 
.them into action I-layley Mills, film star., 
Boner's .Ark A,,,,oo 
Doonesbury 'by Garry Trudeau 
,,,.,,. ,,,.,,,,., ~[ /~" / /~  I I .¢ r~ z~.~/zc4~t~l I ~,v~.~ ~v~•,w~, ,w I I ~ov / I |11111 
• T"~o~7.~ ~/~/'/" I•11 i/~/'m/,w, ~.vr~P~W.~,l/I ~ uze~.~R~,Y... I I  \ ,+~,  ..~_ zr-A, Vlfll"ll 
' \ '  , r  I ~ , ~  . .~ 
The Amazing SPIDER-MAN 
~mo~ ruRNe~ MUST HAve e~e~ ~ F ,~ rr,~ra'. ~ '~eR \WHere s ]  w~t~e,~=~s$ ~,~ . . . .  " 
oN TO ~METHIN~ IF TH~ ~IN~PIN J "~r~l I WAG/NlffdF~?7~7"l~ HIM /TH6 ~VI- I NA'm~Lt.'# I 
_ HAI~HIIVI,~./,~I~.~UPf ~ I,YU~'ee;oee'rHoseHoo~l~/VC~?l rz ,LLe~:~u ~mm'~-----'---'TTHS;KINGPIN| 
!~~'7~~w;%"1 k~t  .e~ "~-~'~ ~1 I ? "~- -~ \~:  I 
,~ - -  NeWSPAPeR-  
MR. RETAILER! 
• if you read thzs you have justbeen ii ! 
~, exposed to ihe dynamtceffect o f  ~ i . 
newspaper  adverhsmg.  : , : i, ~ 
Put it to work for you-you'l,! know itworks! 
I ~ r TH' s D A ~ L ~ H E R A L D  ' " ~ ' " m ~ ~ 
636,6367 
I I I  I ' '  
8, 
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' " ..f~me of George .IJtfle's hard workens at I~s mill .in unidentified, unidentified, John DoeJardim, Jim 
- thelgN, were(baekrowlefttorif0st)RobertChrlst/e, Lever, unidentified and (front left to r~ht) Jim 
.... Char les .  Nelson, Peter Msqossou, Scotty Murray, Nelsou, a. mlllwr~h, t named Amos and Joe 8pltsel. 
• T*er.race ....':i" ; - :  .~! :':. ....... : - ..~'... ~" ": 
. ' • ,. 
BIG:.ILOSS. ~]N/LOCAL .Miss-Gladys. KenneY's. Mrs. Geo. Little 
CROPS'~I ~ :,~ ~i::,* :: ~-, :i ,i ~ , Sunday school class mbt at la'tainod L the ,B.D. bfldge~ .i 
~en ' ; in  ~ Ter race  'her-. home "., an  Monday, dub wilh their husbands on- evening, and also a 
d[s~et:eUl.dall a oha:the. eve~ and presented-her Tuesdaynlght0fthisweck. o f  Hazelton people report 
Skeena'.rtver -will loose .with a handsome French ~ ladios prizes were won theappekran~..t~tevealn~ 
..haavi~ytldShYoear, .du.e,~Tha~-Iverymirr~ in re~.  tlon,, by M~.,. DOVe_ and, ll~S~ about ten oelock of a 
to~,  ~ : ,  ~- speu~, of her .faithful services aS Ltttle wnue O.T. ~unna • metsor. It seemed to have 
sm~ll- .. ,h-uits .'.,were. p~tty beaeher prior to her lsavin~ .Win. Donald won the men's shot out f rom Rochor de 
go~! and worena~ted  in for Prince Rupert o take a prizes. '. Boule mountain and headed 
good.shape, but the opples cemmorc/al course. " . for Nine Mile, but before It 
are .. smal l  and - few .in . . . .  , . got ~ere it burst and spread 
" l l s  shower  of  sparks  over  
en- ,. Several veoole travellin~ Recentfurauedonsalesln 
~ ' from Smithors - Tuasday tha east indicate a return of 
numb&.- maJod  " 
advaneb,  ~ 
. nmnber;. 0ther  three fruits .... 
areHttle, ffany, better, The : quits an area. . 
garden,  vegetables are Rev. Wm. Allan attended 
practically done for., Spuds a meeting, of "the Prince Everett Thomas left 
have not grovm and are now Rupert Presbytery held this Mo~lay,,eveMng : f~  the . M.V. Jenks of New 
mature while cabbege'.and week in Rupert;. " ..:. .. :lralriewhere:.hewillworr 
other veEetsbles ha~e made ~ .In the harvest fields. Wostmimter was a business 
no growth and in some ~mes • visitor here last week. 
are 'even  ~ up .  . " I t  l s -  . • .. : -  -.~ : - . .  " . " . " . " ~ m . - -  . .- 
very douMful i f  rain~-eould h arrls " " " " " " ' " " ' 
• Hug H , . . ae- Mr Scnman left last J M. Hoar left Wednesday help the situation ow as the. • .~. • . . . . .  
crops are so far advanced~ . . . c~pa~ed. ;bL_~, ,  lmft°thlae~ week f~ Calg.m 7 to look,  f~.:, .S~me, having been 
GaG thin~ the raineould o Mrs: v.. ~arm, .  .ms alter lmsineu mtaresis. ... eaile~,~ome onaecoum m 
now and- that is save the _weea_t_or.yancouv~: , .ms. . , • . his wife's illness. - 
lreesandiiushesforanother l la r ishadmomroum~ow ~ ' : ' ' , , / ~ , .  
year.:Some0fthefruittrees Hazeltop..smne..wecks a~.o. ~ . . . . . .  . , ,  ~ i • ~ . 
iu~:showing sirras o~dying .ana spenc me summer w lm ':  W.S, Everet t  ~ Van.- . About midnight ~ a l~t '  
forwantolVwater~/\Itis a norsous . .~ . .  ~ :  eouv~wasin,townmefkst- t idsweekast ra l r J l e rg~ 
tou~ year for the local ; .. . . . . . .  : .  part of .the ~ in t .in-the t-- .home.discovered the tennis 
ga~eners. . " • ,~: " "~. - . . . . . .  :.~ ,teresta.~. of_ ~ ..Lam.lnated . courtwas on fire..An .ak.rm 
i,:--i,~:,i.~:: .~ ' / Mater ia ls  . ,m.  oz ~ew Was sent  in and. wmmg 
• .,, :,~ ..~ Tbb Sunday Schook of Now 'Was~mimtor. " workors oon had the blare 
. . . .  . ' Hazelton, :and "Has'~ton, . . . . .  be fore .much damage was  
. . . . .  , " ' ~  d~W~]DIc~/c0~ ( lose. .  Apparfin_ t iy  s4m~e ode l ~  soon  or  the g~ will 
Mr.. and~ Mrs. 0 Counor., Saturday at Two Mile ereck. ' ' dropped_ a cigarotte butt and nbt beso good when the wind 
aliddldran to attend. Rupert he first of the week. under ~ floor of the court. 
' . - . . . .  :'.. . , . ; , . , .  - . : - . -  . . , . ."  . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  
d from ten percent upward, 
and the better grade fu rs ,  
are in more demand. / , 
SEE ING THE WORLD• 
AFOOT 
Nell Walker. blew into 
town last Tuesday and 
announced herself the 
world's champion walker 
and she appeared at the 
Hazelton ' theatre that 
even ing  and  aga in  
proc la imed herse l f  
champion and showed smnel 
pictures and gave ata lk  to 
prove it.  She has been on the 
wing, or toot, for two and a 
"halt years andhas gedned 
conslderable, welght and 
experieaca inthat ~e.  She 
aims to visit all the capitals 
d the world within five 
years,, hence her visit to  
these varte. She rialtos an 
going back to S~pltliors and 
thence to Prince George. 
She had better head South 
• ' . ,, 
PAOI I ,  T H I ~  11Uld ly ,  + 11,1trY/ 
g 
 lll Sm'ley 
- "  - - o "  
Yams of 
the past 
I 'M engaged in writing a few 
yarns for  Ai.r/orce, the 
ofrv.-ial magazme of the 
RCAF  Assoc ia t ion .  
Naturally, this has brought 
• back a lot of memories, ome 
a bit grim, some pretty 
hilarious. 
As the old mind's eye 
wandered back, something. 
hit me like a cold douche. 
Not that l 've ever taken a 
colde douche. 
Why were we so keen to 
get killed? In this age of, 
dropouts, draft dodgers and 
"deserters, it seems incredible 
that thousands of young 
Canadian males, back in the 
'Forties, were almost frantic 
to get into the air force, into 
air crew,~nd into a quadron, 
where the chances were 
excellent they'd be dead 
within a couple of months. 
From the point.of view of 
common sense, re~son, logic, 
it was not any brighter than 
the Children's Crusade of the 
: Middle Ages. 
Why? Certainly we had uo 
death wish. We had no deep 
urge to immate ourselves in 
the breath of the war dragon. 
We weren't even running to 
the battlements to protect 
our bothes, our wives and 
children. Most of us were in 
school, or just recently out, 
and didn't have none of them 
there things. 
Oh, we knew we had to 
"S top  thet bawstawd 
Hitlah!" as Churchill once 
told us on an ~airfield in 
2 
SF.ATI~ 19OAY 
WHggt 0~ = FORTUNE 
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ANOTHER WORLD 
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Normandy. We knew rather 
vaguely that we were 
defending democracy and 
unemployment, against the 
monsters of totafitmianism 
and full employment, 
.although it was a bit puzzling. 
that totalitarian Russia was:" 
on ourside. 
• We knew jo ining up was 
the thing to do, that most of 
our friends were doing it, 
4hat a fellow looked, pretty 
• fine in a uniform, that the 
girls were impressed and the 
hitch-hiking easier. 
But why the air force? And 
why air crew, wher~ the dice 
were loaded so heavily? 
Did we avoid the army 
because we didn't Want to be 
exposed to the rude and 
][centious oldiery and get all 
" dirty find grimy in action? Or 
the navy • because+, ,-,, we 
preferred a.fiery,grave m a. 
watery one? " 
I just don't know, but 
most of my friends, and most 
of  their friends, chose the air 
force, and were dead keen on 
getting into air crew 
Within a bare few years,, 
most of them were a lot less 
keen, and many were a lot 
more dead. 
As 1 recall, it was a real 
downer for those who failed 
the tough medical test for air 
ci'ew. Once chosen, you were 
filled with• despair if you 
were going for pilot and had 
to settle for bomb-aimer; just 
because you were a little 
merely because you had 
badly bent .up one of His 
Majesty's aircraft by+ trying 
to land at 40 feet ui~, or had 
wound up 300 miles off 
course on-a  eross-cosmtry 
training flight, it was 
devastating if you wanted to 
be a fighter pilot and were 
shipped Off to lumbering old 
bombers. 
I have friends who still 
bear a deep scar on the 
psyche because they were 
made flying imtructq~s and 
spent the rest of the war in 
Canada. This despite the fact 
they were chosen as in-  
structors because th~,y were 
far better pilots than the rest 
of us 
This despite the fact that 
many of the pilots-they 
trained were dead, dead, in 
nO time: None of' this was 
any consolation. They still 
feel they missed something 
irrecoverable. " 
Wel l  1 know what they 
missed. They ~ the 
stupidity of senior officers- 
who didn't know whether 
ihey were l~unched or bored. 
They .missed long, deadly 
dull periods of training, and 
.short, intense moments of 
sheer terror. 
They missed being shot at, 
physically, ~ by I~rfect' 
strangers,., and  shot  down, 
verbally, by  people on  their. 
-own side; - 
They missed the utter blind 
confusion of the amateurs in 
charge of the war. Miguwd, 
those idiots lost +an ent~.e 
. r  , . . . . . . .  
- . : . . ' , . . - , .~  - 
+ . 
W~. I air.hitghed all over  
southern F, ngland and 
northern France before I 
found the Masted thing, all 
on my own. 
Let's see, have ! left 
.anything out?,-Well maybe I
have. First I'll'take that back 
about stupid senior officers. 
There were plenty of those in 
Canada, too, so you didn't 
miss that. 
Perhaps youmissed the 
joy of climbing out of your 
aircraft after an operation, 
_ lighting a cigarette, and 
talking a wild blue streak of 
.relief and let-down. 
! guess you missed the 
glo~ of heading of f  for a 
o . 
week's leave in a slran~e 
country, loaded with lust, a 
month's pay in your pocket, 
and the secret sweetness in 
your head of knowing that 
nobody would be shooting at 
you for seven days. 
And you did, I must 
admit, miss the girls. Not all 
of tho~e rumblings in  the 
blackout were frustrating. " 
But I still say we were all 
crazy to ~,olunteer, and even 
vie to be killed. Must writ~ a 
paper on that Some day. ' 
The Argyle Syndicate Ltd. 
Archeological find 
I 
hit by indifference' 
LISBON (AP) --  Turmoil 
in Portugal's AlenteJo 
fmmd~ r~ion is helping 
destroy one of Europo's 
largegt concentrations of 
Stone-Age mass graves, 
says a Swedish archeologist. 
John E. Carl~en, ~, of 
Stockholm, who took a 
bicycle tour of hundreds of 
stene grave sites, said 30per 
cent have been reduced to 
ruins in the last 30 years by 
natural erosion, official 
indifference and poor 
treatment by Peasant 
farmers. 
graves .by them as 
or garbage ~p/a .c  es .  using 
Conflict" over seizures by 
Communist-led w0rkers ef 
large, privately, owned 
farms +has torn al~r_ t the 
AlenteJo, an:area of grain 
fields and. cork plantations 
southeast of Lisbon. 
Carisson said former 
landlords 0fton were the 
graves' m}ly defenders 
against casual abuse~b y_ 
workers unaware of thmr 
historical value. 
: The. graves, called cross-eyed. .wing of  Typhoons for a. full 
week. " 
'Once in training, it was 
shattering experience to be Nobody, least of all In- 
"washed out" of air crew _ telligence, had a clue where it 
3&6 - "  
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Decay accelerated uring 
the upheavals following 
Portug-al's 1974 democratic 
revolution, Carlmson said i~ 
• an interview. Peasants wee 
i nerm~y damagingme 
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-dolmen, were built between 
3,000 and 2¢000 BC as rough ,. 
circles of stones up to 13 feet 
high. Stones were placed _ i 
horizontally on lop to ma~ 
platforms and earth was  
heaped overnthe structures 
to form hills. 
were crouching 
positions inside each grave.~ 
The Alent~jo and Brit~my. 
in Prance hav+e.the:l'argest 
collections of graves, which 
also are found h~ Britain and 
. Scandinavia, ExeavaUons 
have yielded pottery_, bones 
and early gold jewelry, : i+ 
Carlsson said, no current 
inventory exists of-the 
graves. They a~e late-Stone 
Age" contemporarires :ofi 
Egyptian pyramids~and are  
probably Older, then  the 
st0nehe~e site in England, 
which is believed to ds~ 
frodi 2,000 ta:l,500 BC. 
"There:~used to  be 
th0usand~/Now them are 
few !eft i~intaCt and the :. 
number is declining,',:. "~- 
Car]smnsald. :'Most ai~'in ~. ~'. 
• wheat/fields or groves o f  
trees;:?:unmarked ~ and " 
without:protection. : (. 
"There is: "a law 
controlling+exca ration bUtit 
is note':enforced., Prlya~.~ 
collectors Can excavate and  
destroy slte~ fromwhich an  i 
• arehe61ogiSt, could~learn a ,  
lot." 
Carlsson, in Portugal. 
more than a yeari for 
,dectoral research oilstone- 
• A~_ culture, s.al:+he wlll.t~. :,+ 
to do a eompsete .stw_~eyut>::. 
the site +and hopes'6o ntir:, :: : 
enough ofneial in~ to '+ : / 
save the ,m~ Im!~:~n.. t //  
.do]Inen,. ., . _ + +,. • . 
+ , . / , •  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . r  . . . .  
i es i l~  to boys as girls. 
~ , love to pl~y with it. I only 
l ! i~]-+'+~i~,~!: i :<:" : :• .•  hope '  they  1wi l l  -g rOW .up  
~++;~(;~',),,,' L taking.selfmff[cieney more 
~ '~- -~ ly :Umn mo, t • peOlde 
" t, odal "+ . . . .  
| ~ + + /  The  house was • f i r s t  
exhibited at the British 
Genius exhibition, held in a 
London park this summer to 
EDUCATIONAL TO " + 
olo g ical d o11 ho u sol 
- , LONDON Muter )  - -  It 
was.bound to happen.: you 
+i+, . ' can, now buy your child a 
dol l 's  house contalnlag the 
. latest i ecolo~ipal gadget. 
It,:haa a windmill and a 
" ' ro~ and a solar.heating coil 
' I i I ' ~ t  really warms water,,' 
r the manufacturer  says. 
~! +. Watercress is supplied to  
- Brow in the indoor garden. 
• : The playhouse ($17) is the 
~: • pro j+ct of T im F, iloart, a 
• freelance science writer 
• - whoformed the Cambridge 
Leami~ Enterprises Ca.to 
market-books on computer 
dss'~, 
Ei leart said "it's as inter- 
Both 
TN|  I '0W~SM~,  Thmd~y, Au~nt to, mr,  PA@- s 
RETIRED COUPLE 
HA VE 0 WN VILLA G E 
• • : • r " , . • • , . 
display British inventions- chi ldren,  rand ;may be  .BB_L~, E .,  Eng ._  d (CP) - -  we can get ~dmmt anything+ 
and ideas, especially those, enjoyedasabasisferde~ign, Wheh 64-year-old Hnrr~. n any day of the' week from. 
developed .in the~,~ycars of. andinventiop by.te~!-agers Deans • .and  his wife Bert Lever's generel store;''+ 
Queen Elizabeth a ~n. .  ~ . and adults, +-the: brochure.. Elizabeth decided to  retire "We never feel lonely/' - 
" Abrochuredeseribesltea ~says. : -to thecanutry, they never . 
posoessing a "trsneParen+ t The structure contains ththouRht the~.+ t theywould have a ?'We KOnd a le  to be true n 
i nca l  res idents , ,  sa id  - 
me~m the ~O-I)y-l.P~y-~)-- ~t .wd ly  do anj, U~g but  Theyp i~nd the hamlet of Dpam, a former imm~ance 
inch house IS madeof  see- su~est  the future, suchasa Bowland Bridge by / the  broker. "I am almost as + 
through plastic. + Two microwave oven, robot .hand River Winster in the Lake busy now as I was before I + 
'~valls" are roll-up blinds, system for washing d/shes, District of Cumbria, 'retired two ]+ears ago -• . . 
so little hands can reach in 'computer Imnel, ..intercom northwest England. There. I VAM TREASURER OF, 
and practise• self- system and a memane gas+ are three cottages, a rusuc Cambria Naturalist Society ~ 
sufficiency. • : • • ~' (to be made from _sewage) inn and a store. For most of 'and l 'm elways wril/ng 
1 "~ involves + opening a -storage uniL all non- the year, the Deans are the. l-=-rs ,, ' 
fat..=-et tolet water flow from _ funeflonal . . . . .  sole res idents . . ,  c~ . . . .  • . 
the roof tank to the indoor. Furniture such• as a The inn is run by thoir son- 
~pmrden, the indoor relaxing, cooker, sofas, table and inlaw and dau~ter,  Roger (}ther . . co t tages  ~,are . " 
~pool and .th~ bathtub.. . . . . .  : beachea~ are all :built into andBarharaNfeltolso.n. ~3te occupied by "offcomers"-- ~, :"= : 
An u~tairs room :has re,  ~ flners and walls. The house t~orets a.groeery, stm-l)est peaplewho don't live in the .:, 
ceases for  paints which, comes as a kitwhich Eilpart office, gas station aria areabut use the cottages for. 
come wi~the kit and are to saidpanhe fitted together in general supply store all in weekends and vacations. 
' one ~nd is owned by .Bert Similar cond/fions are found' ' be used decorating the '  30minutes. 
house. In an iimtruction The futuristic playhouse. Lever, 75. : in  many parts of the English 
book, the" manufacturers was launched to fi l l .-an ~ i /~~.anac l lve . ,  Lake District, People who 
encourage innovation and obvious+ ,, . need, he .  said+,.,;-/::~',~'~~o~tlte'i~lo+eal ' ,  '  "'" "" ~ . . . . . .  ' live 'and W~k in cities are. 
rearrangement, sul~esl~..g . "It is ,.lime ~a.t peol~e~+!W~ans~itUSe{ W~are. 'eagerfor rustic retreats and 
projects neh as pneumauc co wu .r~my oo..nmu~, s ~m.  a+ 5se l  f -  c o.n t a i n.e d +have p/mhed country home 
elevators and automatic a ooll'sno~e o.mer man 3mUS~, community,, shesaid. ':We prices beyond the reach of " " 
waterb~ systems, move:me turmture r ~  have milk, eggs and fresh - yoang couples living in the. 
"The home of the future., and turn the lights on ano vegetables d-elivered,; and area. 
provides great fun  for -off... 
>Whale moratorium only 
• CANBERRA, Austraha 
IReuter) - The recently 
announced 36-per -cent  
decrease • In the annual 
~obal whale,kill quota-- the 
Fargmt made by the Inter. 
nat iona l  Wha l ing  
Commias/on (IV;C) since its 
foundation early 30 .years 
aRc--rill save thousands of 
whales from death but falls 
well below the aim of 
American President Jimmy 
Carter and-lnternational 
conservation groups to 
obrain a X0-ypar 
moratorium on whale kill. 
in ' legates  frem IWC's le 
meml~.r eoontries, met in 
-Canberra recently totlwash 
out ways of ~esorving the" 
great ~cean inammuls and 
enabling them to 
re + re. 
~pmlecaol~n~nisoion raft inin 
vocal dem6nstrators and 
lobbying ++ by international 
conservation 'groups. I t  
finally decided to r .eduee by 
10,011 the fiember ot whales 
of a l l  species .that will be 
permitted legally to be 
kil led by several of its mere- 
bers which still.hunt whales 
" -+  : " 
. . , , . -  , . . .  • • . 
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• • whles from 7,200 was a blow 
which  may , foPce,  both./ 
coudtHes <-,to; -~ ~abendon/: 
.T 1 ' ' Whalin~vol~+rali0nd+ • An the  i 
cemmerciaUy. _ , . ~ ,.. AU .  114 THe FAMILY .+ 
Japan and ' the Sovne~ mOFNOOHr . . . . .  
Union, which together ~c.m pm 
acc0unt fo~ 75 per cent of the __~--~ce , +~c, nm s tow o, mm i. 5=00 
world's+whalibg activities," ,~  _ . . . . . , .  . . -  ......... e e T-+~-~H,~ 
oppe~d the rednetion to ~ • .. 
17,839 from~/,850 inthe 1978 " . . • . . . . .  6:30  kill quota.and vigoromly 
fought against a 90-per-cent , mm~ : - ". ~':00 
quota .slash . for .  North ,. '• 7:30 
Paclfie sperm whales. ~ . ' ~ v ~ o o a n  8:00' 
• Although joined • by .,~,~.._,y~___~_,~_oe+' ' L O.COANDTHe~ . . . . . . .  '+ 8 : 30  ' 
Iceland,:the, tw0.countries.• m ' ' ' . . . . .  
.wore~outvoted+ll to 3 in :v~u.~m~v.  .... 9:00  
oppesing the, sparta whale : 
? redt i c t ion .Next  season's 
1"  / reduct ion  to  763  , sperm 
OA~S ~'  OUR UV~ 
~eamcmu 
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i 
,, ~,,,,, _,,~,~_ _ mows 
• ~:. - ..: • • .+ 
• .  . . ++ - : ,  
mem.v =mr ..'~_.m J
'+~. - ~_ nt....~; • . . . .  ,, 
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""! 9:30 
10:00 
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11:00. ' 
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12:00 
12:30 
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I tOHMn I I00M - 
IOmmmS YOO~ - 
J~m ONNIM t~0W 
O~IqNIIION 
l q l t tT  I ~  
HOT HANOS 
NOON m HOUR 
;: • . 1:00- 
..... - i ~ 1:30 
. . . .  "." '-' - . .  •, ; 2 :30  
~THwu.sYO~w • 3:00 I 
• 3:30 
m S :  
,.'Ovsr-flm'Xlln. ~
NJu I  IMNM.  IHOW 
~,u--,,em wom.o - 
4:00 
4:30  • 'THe LUCY SHOW 
5:30 • ' 
6:00 +,--++ .cam 
s l r~ o1+ I P~ . 
'PRICE IS , ram, :. 
i , -  
I.OVlIOP U I~ 
AS '~ IU  ~. i i~  T~l~mi  . " 
- ,.:% 
mmiNG t J~ l "  
ALL IN ~ FAMILY 
MATS4 - ,v~ 
mNN41 • . .  
SIBA,q4~M aUmmi '  ' . "  
' . . .  
~m,m ~ ' 
E I .nT~C O~AF;,h'¢ .; • 
• ~,m, , - ;~.~ l~E,~mi 
• "ltlE MkT.,~; .-14..T..~.. 
, RE I~Rr  ? 
. i  
':+" i2Y+' 
I I  
• SIP, A I r l LM.TOOAY 
O P W  
• i 
I Y5  ANY I IOOYI  OUMSS 
SHCOlr t~  ~Hn STARS . • 
CHICO & 'tHE MAN 
HOI,LYWO00 S ~ -  ':. 
meeUng of the  IWC scien: . Consorva.tion ~ou.ps ~..d whMesldHeddur ingthe19~. Canade, F r inco ,  + Mexico',~.i~i~:ii~ 
Uric committee next .:some memoers ot me lw~ whalb~_ soeao~. New Zealand,. Panad~a +nd : .' /. : 
November to review andsa id  Japanese + whallng - South Mriea.~ : • i ~.~. ~/-~' 
pesnibly emend upwardtho~ companies ow~.. or.suP.l~.t Whaling countr ies- - the Movesby Japan and the ~ ~i / 
North Pacific quota, ~'whaling operauons o.nsea m Soviet Union,• Japan, U.S.S.R. to  overturn .IWC :, : i 
Japan was the main  ~Peru., (~l le,  ~ma]la a.no I ce land ,  Aust ra l ia ,  quotas maylead to.m!eOri!~ /
targ~tofanU-whniingx~ess ~outh Korea, sn m wmch Denmark, Braz i l  and the other di, oppingoutoftha i- 
dur ing  commiss ion  .have rofuned to' jeln the Nerway--areina minority IWC-and iporing whele->!... 
meelings, withtheJapaneso.'IWC. ' . and can be outvoted-on .killing restrictions, but the;i.~+ : 
whaling industry being " " " . eruP.inl issues by the nine U .S . .  would probably~;>/~ 
restrain them by.~; "L '~ accused of consistently Conservationists reed a MC member countries no pro~__tobantheir f lsh_.~c~..  ~ ~: 
flouting whale quotas et by 40-foot _P!ea~¢ whale to stage longer whaling-- the United 
the IWC. • amockfuneraifurthe~7,000 States, Argentina, ..Britain, 
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SPEED.BUGGY 
MONSTER SGUAD 
SPACE GHOST 
BiG JOHN, LITTLE JOHN 
NI~ NL4JGR LEAGUE. 
"BASEBALL 
fir. op  viler 
@NL~T AMMIL @,~G 
SURVIVN. 
NN~e~DE 
ANIMALVVOMLD 
W~IDmN~UOM • 
THR GONG SHOW 
EMRI~OENCYt 
-mr-THiMo~m..-~ ; '~ : J  
SATI~DAY NIGHT 
3&6 
MSAMM mRBr  
CNICLE SQUARE 
.~.I~S. ~NIAI~ 
S STAR MOVIE 
SATURDAY MORNING 
IG.AKI~IIE 
CON. OI'MN m S  
MEAT ¢OM ES¢AIM 
¢lq.  THIS WMMK 
sPAal IIIP 
/ 
SATURDAY EVENING 
~,~, .  
I01 McLEJ~ . 
OUTDOOR EDUCATION 
ANOY WIIJJ£MS .. 
9:00  
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
!1 :30 
12:00 
12:30 
I :00  
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:GO 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:OO 
5:30 
6:OO 
• 6:30 
1:gO 
~:30 
" lh l  VOf I~ 
i | 
GIDOET GETS MARRIED 
Gldgat finally finds the right 
man and settles down. In 
suburbia. Stars Macdonald 
Carey, Paul Lynde, Joan 
Bennett, Michael Burns. 
9 • " , • 
KIOOIISONK~NIIEA : : . IUS l  : .~MNNY: • " 
m,~ru~ 
RIG ILUI MARW.I 
I 
LET'S OD " RIIIOP ' " 
M~OW4N & CO: 
| 
~ mZ / ~ ~R~"  
• ,1~ 01~ ~ ' l ' l ~  
• ~uwOF osomNG oumm TO oNGuPekS 
RED FISHER SHOW QIL PNIfllN~ 
COUNTRY WAY IJUAL YOGA AND YOU 
CHAMPIONSHIP" ~ IS  CROCKLrl"Ir'S vICTORY 
CHIn, 
AM. STAR wMasTUNG • 
l i l l y  
I] 
MDE ~ OF SPORTS FIRING UNG | • ,~ 
AGE OF UNCMRTNNTY - ' 
Changing 
:attitude, s 
in mines ,  
NEM NGUR. , SOMBTHING PIUUCHN. 
i 
coNNeClnC~ GRCmU~AO.ASSlC 
EMROIn~ om.Uvlm's TRAVln.S 
q 
IT~l IN M I1~ 
NUE TOU l ING SlnMmt . 10 :00 .  
mNNOFNe~mmrGR 10:;~q ~ ~M~Um mum~. 
T~E ~nO~.  I I :0Q c~v rows 
Nla~rr mi  11:30 NL.~ HOtm.,.,N~. 
SATURDAY ~OUaUS 12:00 
FEATURE: THI! LATR SHOW 
~OM CsrMr" 
FIREBALL FORWARD Guest starts Stefanle Powers, getting acquainted with 
Suspenseful action drama of a Larry Hagman, Lloyd Holan. America and winning #or 
'mustang' Genral and his 'hard. TROOPER HOOK himself on American wife. 
luck' Division during World White g i r l ,  rescued from Stars JoseFerrer, KIm Hunter. 
War II. Stars Ben Gazzara, Apaches Is held In contempt for ROBINSON CRUSOE 
Eddie Albert, Rlcardo Son. having borne the chief's son. The classic Daniel Defoe tale 
tall)an. She finds understanding from stars Stanley Baker In the title 
McMILLAN Sgt. Hook. Stars Joel McCrca, 
The father.in.law of Mac's Barbara Stenwyck, Earl  
dentist and tha wife of s Holllmsn. 
television anchorman are ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN 
suspects when the TV .per. Comical and wistful adventures 
sonallty dies of poisoning, of a Russian Immigrant In 
IVIRIINO AT POPS 
SAY. NIOHr MOVIE 
"In~ tree Gray tJe~ 
OVER-THE-H ILL  GANG 
RIDES AGAIN 
Three ret i red Rangers get 
together again to rescue an old 
comrade who has become the 
town drunk. Stars Walter 
• Brennan, Fred Astalre, Eclgar 
Buchanan. 
2 , 3&6 4 9 
I UKE MYSELF IT IS MUTTIEI 
"GARGEHING WITH ED WlLDKiI~DOM • : .HUE 
HOT FUDGE OLD TYME Ooslqn. HR. 
FISHI.NO WITH MARTIN 
MAMY'S.S~ OF UK MEETING 
~MLDUPE IN CRISIS 
JOURK4~ TREASURE UNLIMITED 
MAN ALIVE • 
CON. OPEN TENNIS 
SUNDAY MOVIE 
MUSICTOSEE 
9:00 
9:30  
10:00  
I0 :30 
11:00 
i 1 :30  
12:00 
'SE~m 
ERNEST ANGLEY 
ORAL ROBERTS 
'DAY OF DISCOVERY 
IT IS WRITIrEN 
GARNERTEOARMSTRONG 
GOOD NEWS 
12:30 ~ 
1:00  TBNYMNTERS 
1:30 ~ STAR TREK 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5 :00  
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
0 :00  
0:30 
9:00 
9:30 .  
10:00  
10 :39  
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
SUNDAY THEATRE: 
HORSl"KOEHLER 
QUESTION PERIOD 
LASTOF THE Wild 
1(1"1114 ~ 
NEWSNGVa 
CAPITOL COMMENT 
WONDER WOMAN 
SONNY AND CriER 
S~ITCH 
cry HEws 
NEWS HOUR PlNAI. 
'114E LATE SHOW 
"Youno Sev~m,' 
. 'qlw Inn Of ~ Sixth Hap 
O~FJtT AMER. GAME 
MEET "/HE PRESS 
NEII~ERVICE 
NBC. NEWS 
STAR TREK 
WORLD OF DISNEY 
SUNDAY MYSTERY MOVIE 
[ "McMillm: "Nslr of the 
mer~ 
I NBCMOV1E OF THE MEK 
"COde Namq: ~lmnnd 
N~a~ce 
I- 
S STAR MOVla: 
,qlle ~ ln  ~ '  
SUMIWER CTRY CANADA 
CI~ ACCESS 
TO THE MID COUNTRY 
REACH FOR THE TOP/ 
DISNEY 
THE SE~I4COMIm~ 
I 
MISS JONES AND S0N 
IfAkGI5 OF CANN~ 
DUCHESS OF DUKE' 
S'I~=-~='T 
SUNDAY POPS CONCERT 
THE NATIONAL 
NIW4T FINAL 
smMm munnr 
, s ineW.mEEt  
~ C  OOMPANY " 
BLAa{ IIIIUpLa~IIVll 
WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
.~.L=Vl ~ . 
WALL STREET WEEK 
OMAT ~P J~t~mcm 
GREAT P E R ~  
GERMAN SOCCER 
BRITISH SOCCER . 
H. PORD'S ,t, MERICA 
meg AT POpS • 
MASl~RPIECE THEATRE -. 
SHADES OF GREENE ' 
m R U  • ' 
i 
i.aTe ~nS • 
"kwh"  
SUNDAY MYSTERY MOVIE 
G CS BAY, N.S. ice) 
-- Bob Matheson grew Up in~ 
the nearby • coal-mining 
village of D0nkin whentwo ~ 
toots of the mine ~ whistle 
meant no work today. ~ 
The mine whistle blew 
twice a lot of mornings .in 
Bob Mathesou's youth in the 
1930s and. much of the 
economic  mala i se  
underlying those toots 
remains today. • 
But if there is one  
indicator of hopein the Cape - 
Breton coalfield, "says 
Matheson, it is the change m 
the attitude of many of  the 
area's young people towards 
lea~ home.. " 
"While my generation, 
moved away cheerfully, 
~ WIG moves  awMy~4)my 
reluctantly." 
Matheson, recentlY 
named president of the Cape 
Breton Development Co~. 
(Deveo), said that until the 
Second World War broke out 
many of his peers never got 
steady work~wid by than 
they were in their mid-Z)s. 
Jobs are still scarce here 
and education doesn't: 
always mean a ticket to'a 
job. But thanks to Devco, 
the federal-provincial 
corporation which now. runs 
the Cape Breton •."coal 
industry,, the double-toot of 
the mine whistle is seldom 
heard these days. .. 
Devco was set up, in fact, 
to oversee the denise of the 
coal industry. No one 
foresaw the energy crisis of  
the 1970s when the 
corporation took over the 
rabies from private owners 
in 1967. Bu[ by the ~ time 
Maiheson moved into the 
~l~%veo presidency. from a 
practice in Halifax, 
off prices had given 
coal a new lease on life. • 
Rather than clusing, down, 
the • coal industry is 
expanding, Two new 
mine.s--the first major 
since the Second 
World- War--are in 
eduction and the. Nova 
otia Power Corp.  is 
looking more and more to 
coal-to fire its thermal 
generators for a m~ket now 
85-percent dependent on oil- 
generated electricity. 
Devco brought in some 
la rge  secon 'dary"  
manufacturing industries as 
intended repl-acemants for 
the mining jobs but most 
have foundered. - 
"You'd have to be awfully 
optimistic about being •able 
to create a large number of 
jobs in Cal~ Breton without 
coal and steel as the base~" 
Matheson said. 
AlthOugh the mining side 
of. Devco is expending, it 
still is losing money--about 
$26 million in flscai 1976-77. 
The coal .... division's, 
consistent, failure to break 
even prompted Devco: to 
hire consultants his spring 
to study mine production, 
equipment and safety. - .~ 
,. Matheson hesitates to 
predict when the brea~keven 
point will be re~cheS,, but 
"there is great, potential 
became the technologx and 
the manpower are ~ere." 
i • 
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- " , . . ! - . :+ : .+  NO.MASS MIGRATION-;.: . . . . .  THEATRE " 
" ~ r '" :~1 '  . . . .  : : ] " " '  ~ " ' * n n * ' " " ~ *~ ~" '  * 1 i Hr ' -  I • • r - ~  P A S S E S , "  
Ref _u.g e es+ ichan  g in-g . , . . 
" : " " Joh i~ .... 1;'. +: Thomas, . . :  deve lopment ,  Thomas  maJurL~ ~ '.Afrlean ref-  I ~  H idden somewhere in the ads  
• execut ive dkeetur  o f  the said. : ' .  , ugess today  come f rom ' . , . . . . . 
Geneva 'based  In -  Meanwhile,-.-'the World independent states." • t i l  ~ .  In the enter ta inment  sect ion " 
'" Ch has  " " + . ~ g ~ ~  . .  :. ~f l :~ .  ~ ~f in  Amer ica ,  .a ma jor  ~ . ar  "w- T . . . . . . .  =- - -  - " -=" -  
Coshmisa/on for .  European bold a-sdmlnar to reconsider haven for the settlement of ! im c t U UIIdCC piiUUlC 11umucr,~.. 
1 " .~_8t lon  .(ZCEM),. w-h/¢h h0witshouldspendthal l .5 refugees since the end of the l _ !~,F i .a  +m,,,,,, .~.,., ;, ,..,. ;, .,,uro .,,u,~,~ ,, . . . .  
handles L transport for- million a .year i t .  has last century, now returns ~ ,u  t . ; , , , ,  ouu ,. uuv ,o yu o yu v~ nun.  
refugees, descr ibed- the  available to .help..ref.u~.ees.. many ofits.,l,~eopletoEurope ~ Plck up your t ickets at theHera ld  office, " 
cnange In ,  the  rezugee  'z'ne counc i l ,  wmcn.un~s as re~ugeea. ~ • . ~2,~ . . . '  _ .  . . . .  ' 
situation over .the last 370 churches, estimated the ~neMiddle East, its long- . -.. o;. : ,  .Kalum__bt. . . , 
qua ,  te r -century . .  . ' + +wor ld  has  mere  th~ .four_ s tand ing  Pa les t in ian  • . " , " " . " " . 
j LMOSs  -migration. is- a • million - refugees . and refugee problem involving .. • . -". + - 
. ~ of_the past," he said., summed up the situauon as two .million. people .still , . , " . 
Overseas immigration 'follows: n " . . . .  unso~veo, nas another l l~} , ' j~ ,  . I~}.  , .- 4 J} l  " - l 
/ ,  " .countries. have become : For centurles.aredPugee; Z00,000refugees in Cypros I - i l J ' l l J , l /~ ,~e.  - I I ,  rziz, e. "14t .#,~f .~t~. l  
P " : 1 ' ' " 5"  m~ . s~t ive  in their re- exporting" continent, Europe since 1974 and +"now lives m • - - -  " - - -  I cruitment. ' As , a result, now has become a harbor through . the agonizing I ,  " ~l - -  l 1 
' , lCEMhasbemreorpnized for ref68ees f rom other Lebanese _conflict re~l .  l /n 8 I,+.,.....,, . . ,  /6 'A  ,+0¢,  .~1111 
" " tohandlealergenu,~berof countries. . -  • in a yet unknown numuer of m~,/~'o ,~ .~ , .~ ,~, ,  . ~ .~o,o , , ,  I 
1 ~ J " small groups instead of a Asie hsarecentlysee.~, an. refugees and displaced l . . . . . . . .  , , . . , .  , , ,  n 
. +: " . small number of mass exodus of -: refugees srom perfans." . .  l ' =n~wmm.,.mmo r .m.  ' | .  
• ; movements, Vietnam, Cambodia and " ' . I _ . . _ _  _ . • . . . . . .  i 
, "The  organizat ion in able Leus to the +.United States The prob lem's  ~o~ is I ,+0. WO~Y ~ D I~E K~TON j .  
- . . ' . : . . , . . :~ to recru i t  mis rants  w i th  and Western  Europe.  ' m=tra[ed by a ~CR ! ' ' t tAkmenmP-  L JAm mm, 1 
. +::.i!;]+:-+:.~+ii).:+ . - spec i f i c  p ro fess iona l .  A f r i ca , .  whose  la rgest  worker  wbb commented: . .+ I . ~: ;  . _ . . _141~l lM lUr"  r le41 . ,LL  I 
~ f ~ ) s . .  and " con., . rs f . l~ee population usa~...~L.~'+W~ .u.s_ed+ to .  ~ ~  ] .- . 
~='~ol~n i r [e~ 'ih the proceso of face upto the fact that the year."'  , ' . l : ~ -  d |FEL~NIp :  $C I~SApOVAI~.  J 
Chambe 
• o+ I I " " °  "++"+++"° .""P,~b , ' .  qua!ityFreshand Water/Fishin+tac'kle 
(CP)  + "-~'+. For  I the  second' 
consecutive summer, an 
internat ional  chamber.  
music ~ensemble is. per- 
forming, for. residents of 
Peterborough and  the ~ 
surrounding area. • 
~ o ~  by .a ~, l .  
8rant-from the ministry o f  
culture and recreal/on wld 
an.additional $3,000 from the • 
city, the 10 music students 
from five countries a re  
8ivin]~ indoomand outdoor. 
rec i ta ls  for nursinghome/: -.~,+ " 1 ' 
residents,  beH) l~ l  pa l lonts  
andthe generhl public. , 
The :group , -Tonar tus  of 
. Pe terborough,  'has , -  2 3&5 
expanded its activities this 
~e~ur;to include appearances 
, .Toronto, Ottawa, 
Cornwall,, Burlington and 
Port Colborne, Ont., and will 
gi+ve a concert .in Vienna in 
+P, eptember at the request of 
the .:Canadian embassy 
there; 
• The group was .the brain- 
ddld nit Chr]slina Washehuk 
of Peterborou~h, a ~0-yeer- 
old student at the famed 
Mozarteum in .Salzburg, 
Austria,: from which half its 
members are drawn. Most 
of-the others are students 
from the United States. 
Miss Washehuk, d i rec tor .  
of the ensemble,, said she 
conceived the idea because 
of the lack of live classical 
music in the city and TO. 
provide the performers with 
an experiencethat would 
enable them to "go back to 
their, own countries and Jay 
something favorable about" 
Canada." 
The musicians exPressed 
pleasure at the -warm: 
response of Canadian 
audiences . .  The  group~ 
entirely changed from last 
summer, *consists of stu- 
dents from West Germany, 
Austrla, .South Korea, lhe 
U.S. and .Canada; 
The ST,000 in public funds 
covers operating costs such 
as "food, housing+ and "~ans- 
portation.. Most .of : the 
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.SAVE THE T IGER 
A suoceasfu! man finds that his 
business Is failing and the bank 
refuses to give him a loan. 
Stars Jack. Lesson ,  Jack 
GIIferd, Laurie Helnemonn~, 
Patrlcla Smith. Academy 
Award for Best Actor to Jack- 
Lesson  
1'HERE WAS A CROOKED 
MAN 1 
New inmates in ter r i to r ia l  
prison in 1883 are mlsh'satod 
• .  
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• ' I I l i  HIndi t t I  g i  Dirt ,  
untl!.a new warden takes over. 
Stars Kirk Douglas, Henry 
Fonda, Burgess Meredith. 
HAMMERHEAD 
Br l t l~ security borrows an 
American secret agent to aid In 
capturing a master criminal 
known as Hammerhead who Is 
smpectod of planning to steal 
some secret reports of a 
foolproof nuclear defense 
system. Stars Vlnca Edwards. 
liheral-minded parents, meets a 
dlstlngulihed black ~or .  In 
~a l l - -~v ' fa l l  In. love and 
" ;~5~I ]L" JL i  1~Y~? ' J~)~ ~ . 
i nn  To marry . . :~ers  ~=ancar 
Tracy, Katherine Hsplx)m,. 
Sidney Pottier. 
THE SECRET L IFE  OF 
WALTER • MITTY 
Danny Kaye stars In this 
wonderful ly  funny wish- 
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DINNER everyone. Walter Mitty, a 
Young women with well-off, m l lque- toest  commuter ,  
daydreams himself am • heroic 
sea captain, a Parisian fechlon 
designer, a wor ld  famous 
surgeon, an RAF ace, a two.gun 
Idller of.the Old West and an Icy- 
nerved ,'MlulsslppI r l ver~at .  
gambler. 
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John Wayne. _portrays • rough 
rider who Is Influenced by a 
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THE LATE SHOW : LA11J *MOVIE ' " ...... '"' 
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degenerate Southern family, 
hying to find e social life, 
resents tyrannical rule. Stars 
Yul Brynner, Jeanne Woodward 
--THE VULTURE 
Descendant of young men who 
was buried alive 200 years 
before, transforms himself by 
nuclear energy Into a bird-men 
and murders • two of .-the 
descendents of the family who 
buried his ancestor. Stars 
Robert Hutton, Aklm Tamlroff, 
Broderick Crawford. 
THE RUNAWAYS 
Teenager runs away from his 
foster home at  the same time a 
young leopard escapes from • 
wllckanlmal compound. The 
two fugitives cross paths and a 
strong IMnd develops between 
them. Stars Derothy McGulre, 
Van ~Nilllams. 
.yOUNG SAVAGES 
Slum born D.A. battles street 
gangs Ina  quest for lustlce. 
Stars BErt Lancest~, Shel!e~ 
Winters. OF. , TNE•~:~;Xii~ THE INN 
HAPPINESS . ' ~ i~.~::_": 
E xnlolfa- of Britain's zealcluS 
Gledys Aylward who set up a 
mission in remote China. Starts 
Curt Jurgens, Ingrld Bergman, 
Robert DGNot. 
MCMILLAN 
A popular television news an- 
murman Is believed to have 
• died In an auto accident, but an 
autopsy . reveals digi ta l is  
poisoning. Stars Rock Hudson, 
,led Allan, Uoyd Noian. 
code name; diamond head 
A drama of spies and coun. 
hlrsplea set In Hawaii-and in- 
volving a plot to steal a highly 
-lethal chemical explosive. 
Stars Roy ThlnnN.  
THE.KREMLIN LETTER 
Frealnnce American spy team, 
each a specialist In his f ield; is 
hlr.ed to recover e stolon top- 
secret anti.Red China Ist~r. 
Sta~s Richard Boone, Dean 
Jagger, Barbara Parldns. 
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: m.,x~]~Porting Count r ies  Annual a l lowances+for  Sell, a" f i rm advertisings+ ' . " • . 
. (OPEC)  at"$12.70 a .barrel. lower level  personne l - -  dail~,i: +. in ; Eng l i sh . : "and  : . • - -~v~ • . . . .  m . • " ..: 
....*Venezuela - i s  a :  founding secretar ies  and -junior. Spanish,~. Said. -she; . .had i . I-<rg:llrl  rgln " ~ 
, -mmnbar  ~ OPEC and a o f f i cers - -have  r isen to hundreds of clients but,few ' ~ W ! ' ~ I i  I +Ik~i l~ l ,  l l  I 
properUes to show them. ,  ~.,:" :, ' " 
"L~ist month, for iustance,  
.+m~or 0 , 'Ud~d s+paer  +to the . ,~  from . ,~ ,  he . id ,  
: States and Canada.. wh i le  most  senior -grade 
• * /" - allowances went to $12,200 
a~nen~ advertised in 
l~: i for+Ioss i : than + ~m a 
" ,-m0n~+now are  hard to find 
' ,end! t ro t  ~ ,  to 11,280 a. 
mim~i  : ,  . 
,•.+/. : -+ .  . ,  , + 
• ++~m~ng ren i  and scarce 
" " res+ult of a:rJipidly growing 
populat ion i ( L6to  three 
• million from2.18-mlll len in  
1971), l imits imposed by 
• : surroundi,g mountains (Ca-  
i racos: eamiot sprawl) and 
" ~e/mf lux  of off 'wmd~, 
creat ing  'an .  expand ing  
midd leand •upper class.: 
• demanding luxury  he,using. 
we had about  35 to  40  
125 Air CondRion~ Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV ,  Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vatorl, Co~.~IpP ,  Dining Room; Ni0htly 
• ~, . '  , ;  . - ,~- / ; , . :  i - , :  : ,~ :~:~+ ' i  t " : . contnnunng+ 
13UELPT-Z, Ont.  (CP) - -  students a rechosen  " to  
Many ot Cana l ' .  bright attend. The" University Of  
pung people avoi~oid careers Gue lph  .b host  to. .hal f  the 
m scienti f ic ~ research ~r0up. for an  envirbnmental . .  
because this country offers program; the.other students 
little opportunity for them to go  to Calgary,  to ~.,study. 
pursue a research c~reer, energy. ~ " .+ i : 
,says Ran Subden, a. .. • - 
;University of Guelph" 
professor. . Manyof  the studentswil l  
+-The. Youth Science use their scienlifie-hiterest 
Foundat ion of Canada .in the 'more lucrative' fields 
promotes the pure sciences- of medicine or denl/slzy, but 
through its Summer Science . the, p rogram + attempts to 
Pr0gram;+ and 60 of  develop their appreciation 
.Canada's best . l~-schoel  of'tho pure  sciences. 
- Entertainment, Banquet & MNting Rooms i 
For Up To 126 . Kitchlmttes Available ..... 
":'. " " . . . .  " " U2 ,1~1 FREE PJ+RKING : . .  - 
..... The; situation"hen forced TIM . 
:=fdreign'flrms andembassies :REE .Rutrvstionl- 
tO!~,:+.~increase hous ing  100-281-3330 ' 
A range of Pure Goose Down or  Down 
. . . .  el l0w~ces: substa,t i~y. Owned.& OpmUd . .nd F..,h... Co.tl..n,I q . , ,  t,., 
- . ~ ~ ' I eliminate blenkl~, bldlprudl, lop ihNa 
Some. tusfltuted the+ own, :n  'pRV.¢ ' I 'AY  • end meke b ldmeklng • 10 mend chorel S imply  u yea, round 
!~'~'_--'"_'.--.~.~ ' ' " ,  .+' • . I IBhtwIIghtel lNIp for  the  r l l t  of  your  IlftH .- " 
- • -he_use-hunt ing serv ices;"  . ,, ,  o .~z~, /  , : ~ : • i ' , t~mFo+FmUrodm, , :  " + • , 
otbem'turned toreal~stato - - 1" r" " . . . .  +~' - - ' - - "  ~ ' i ; "  "U41 St+ " ' " " " • " 'T IW Eu lopaan 'E ld l rdown8hop,  F l¢ lo ry  Mall a ide ,  Ol¥111on, ::ag~U:,ii,- - I=ng l !m ~ iK .ocMnl ly+. r lml~ ,o . tqD - " ;  ~.' . . : l .:~ +471B1 K lnglwey 8t . , .Burnaby,  S,C; VSH 2¢+6 , ." 
>+he+ I I'::/++++I ++. ' . ' , . . . . . . , _ . , . . . . ,  ...... . ...... , .+ . . : . . . .= ,  ++i: one  rental  ~m m , . r e ~ t i y  
• ': ~ + ~ adveWment :  • I + : + " ' " '" . . . . .  " ' ~ + `+ " d " r :+~'+'  ~:+"1+ J~'+. l ~P :++ . I~ /c ,w  -. ......... ............. , ...erov: ..+. . ....... m :........ • 
I + +-  ~ ' + • +~ " : : : : !+~+: / :+1++"~ -mco .+m+mmm++,m~ipP  
+? '+ '~mm:apar tme, l s  o r  I • .:+. :+ .... . : i ,+++ :..+::+I + . Ot  m . .+ . . ,m ..d m! Fmo. m.m ,o +o. 14 : -+ 
- h ~ + + l ~ i + ~ t ' f ~ ' : ~ :  I . . . . . . .  , . . . .  . I  . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  . .+..,-+ - "  
I I l . ' + k - : : . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  , .  1++ ++ l . . '++ . . . . .  - . . . . .  . . . .  I " . . . . . .  , + , • + . ~ . . . . . .  . . . . .  + , + , • , + + + J . . . . . . .  +++,+~ "+pp+t+P+' ' l  
. . . . . .  • ' " "  "-~+"+' " . . . .  ' . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  " ; ' "  i '. 
q I . .+ . .+ ,  ~ '1  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  + . . . . . . . . .  r + + ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  I . . . .  ~ . . . .  + 'd ~ • ~+:1  ' + 
r " ' " . . r , ~ + t I + ; , + : , , • t . . . . .  , , , , + + , , , * , , : ," , , ; t ,+ + , , 
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THE ADVENTURERS . atempar-prooftmnb, a creation Rebellion wants no pa~t.of tho NEPTUNE DISA!TER 'own. rec tory  In , l i fe. .  Sto~ .. 
(part t )  Man who saw his looked at as tho first of tho . mdeqiro~mimovtknont.- oven A saarchNAd .reec~ m!sSlm Jack Alberts~, Neville Brand, 
. mothAm' andilstor savaged and Seven Wonders of rite WW'. Id. ~ lh"  Ml  fathv had beon a aflempt fo  save • three Fellda Ferr. 
• ~-~.- ~ ........ klltld., by ,guerrilla,.J.IEhttr, L.Stllrs.~J~r,,..k...Hlwk!n.s, Jhan. Iitidet~: StMs Jd lmas :~- - -e~~.~ _.- ,,sT " ;,un~,~.~,_.......__ . . . . . . . .  . _ "  . . . .  ._~.,.~_. 
but wHh a pHslonMo 10ve for. THE wigODM DIP liOL'10RE~li RAMPAGE " , ,' " floor> off : the (:sast, of~ Nova Crlmesyndlcatebosoordershls 
his country. Stars, Ernest A r4meweT hunter, and his mistress relurn Scotia. : Stars Bon Gazzara, Itooga to dig up tho body of • 
• Borgnlno, Candlce Bergen . . . . .  " ' to Germany-~wlth, a" prized Yvette~ "Mlmiegx, Walter  money collector and recover the 
BUTTERFL IES  ARE FREE SHAMUS . .' animal. StersRobertMltchum, Pldgeon, ErnestiBorgalne. million dolllars burlecl with , 
Aspiring young actress helps Burr Reynolds stare as e tough Else Martlhel l l ,  Jack . ,  !~ ' him. StarsSId Caesar, Robed' • . 
her nolghbour, a young blind private eye who accepts a case Hawkins.' N ~ Ryen, Anne. Baxter; Key  
man, gain Independence from where he Is to recover some .CARRY O • LOCK,  STOCK AND BARREL  Medford .  ~.  ,.i " " 
, his mother. Stars Goldlo Hewn, stolen diamonds. Also stars MATRON Young runaway lovers; haunted • 1 P * ~ `':~' L" p * 
EdwardAII0ert, EIlenn Heckert. Dyan Cannon, John RyanfJon Many hilarious hepponlngi bythespactrethatparhdpsthey ~ '  ~ . . . .  . 
: THE LAND OF  THE Santos and Larry Block. whon tho  gang Invade a ; m not married, f in  Vongaful - ~ T~. • ~ 
; PHAROAHS ~ SHAKE HANDS WITH THE.  women's matornUyhospital,.paronts'overmomtalnousdlffs. .... ~ . . . . .  :~-=.~, 
Hl|torlcal drama from tho DEVIL ~ md4dealflleldockafblrlhpllls;" apd ~ dang~t  r ivm:  In•:a ," ~ * '~  ~ n i m F L q ~. k ~n 4~ ~ ~k I 
• parlod~OOa.c. The bulldlng of American studeht ~ , ! ~  INemIHnev Jemdl; .Kon mdh ;despar~teaflempttoflndthelr " . . . .  ":~'" ~ 'p~lah~'~lP1  ' ' 
I '~ -~ l t ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ v "  I~- I -T t  BREAKFAST• .TUES ' -  FRI. I -TA /~ i l iAM :;'; ~m " ~ r'kn";" r'" 
m . N __ - -  ~ D INNER "TUES ' '  FR I . -5PM-1OPM • 
I ~ ~ • • A_  ~r~ . _O~ - .1  ~ SAT. & SUN. -  BREAKFAST. LUNCH & DIN'= I 
11111.0' CLOSED MONDAY (CUIS INE) I  
&&J [ J L I J L~I~ ~IA  ~L J [~ I t~V I West KALUM MOTEL ,  . '1 ~-* 
- 16 , Tnrrace , " 
~i,  IGA ~-. ~ ' -~-~- - J '~  Cho-Sue  "G~den ' . ~ ii. ~. LOT OF THINGS BETTER] 
RESTA URANT J '69"- " l r "  " - "  ' ~ '~ J  , 1~.#/7/7///1~., Owners 
. ~ .~.~_ . .~ .~_-~-~ P~ J - - J [ . -~ =..~_~ FREE HOME DEL IVERY • " "~ i ~7/ / /~/~-  * :~ . . . . .  . . . . . .  , ,. . . . . . . . .  
,1.A~,: ,~ , , , .~-  . ~  ~r -T ' .  - ~  WITHIN TOWN L IMITS  • " ~ ~' c': ~-'~'~r.,"~ ~ : q;,l¢l~l LAI~I=LbI= A¥1=NUI= 
" TERRAe.E-CU(SIM~ .. . ' - ' i v  ~ .* ~a~,'" T ~,o~,GRBS , (o~1~-,,~ • . .~ .~ ' "  " JT .~.~ *~W ~t~ ' AKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME 
O,E, ~ 10% *'tf~ 
~"~ ' VIUdETIAN ~ L'0~m 3~-~% ~RO~ P ICK-UPORDERS ~I B B A B B  " 
, . -  m w . ........ - ........ ~ r  ,.nAy ~ ~ ~ 
= "  o . . . . . .  , . . . .  _ .  , . .  12 PM o .  / r==m~.~% ~ . . . . 
IR~ o,..,.ou..xou,=.. ,, iNK PLAOE 
I1~ 11~.~ li~'~ ; '~  .Yld]lk VENETIAN DINING LOUNGE Take OUt :~W" pnm~,.,. ~ '~1 • m ' " . . . . . .  
m ~  ~ ~ Ar ,~,~r  ~h,  I ~ FOR - ,  - .... " :  
• ~ b ,  " ~- '~- - ,~"~ " : WEDDING RECEPTIONS " . 
~ . .~=, , , . ' o . - - ,o .~|  638-1946 l ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ' "m PRmVATE PARTIES - " 
" ~ ~  .... , . . .  .... ~iiV ~mOtt~Ac l~s  ~"~-'41~{~ " BANQUET s , . i  ' :  , : , ,  , 
oh,~,~",%~ 624,262L or 624-3359 • CATERnN.S " -= : 
o,~w,N ,,,,,. w ~= , DANC INO SPAC E AVAI  LABL E rm . : 
• IS ' " ' "  ' ' "' '" */'I sandman INN ...... /-/ cToRS :i 
• ~ . " , ~  ' ~ ~ " v ,  ' " 
, • ~ " • VERNON i::;" ' - .  " " ' " ' r "  ' : " 
~ 1 4 ~ 3 J ~ , ~  ~, i I .  I t~ee. ~emm h~.W, : ,NI"ERNATIONAL CUISINE 
~ # - ,~ ' ,w~or~orz ,c .  MaN SAT. 5 P j r =- .  I M ', " 
• . . . .  .. " :_ K l td l lmmes n " ~ H m ~  :~, '  ' . , " • " "..':,. : 
• CHAR-BROILED STEAKS S, undP,.f ~sam, i , ~ ) ' ~  • ra iL .u . - -  =~i .a~nmu 
TI~KIEI.OWI~A I . • . : : n' L n ' n r R ~  m wu- in - im . 
4736,Lakolse Ave. Torraoo i I , _ . - . , ,  4620 Lake lm AvemmO 
. _ . . . _  v • ~l ,. :~1 ~1 ~l l~ . , .-...~ 
z i~, l~5 FEATURE ' , I  . I - J  ~l .... L '  ' 
Char-Broiled Steak $2 .99  B , , N R O , , m E ,  , . ~ - ~ .  @ ~ . ~  
. Including: BAKED POTATO ' " " • " " * ~:~: . ,~ . -  , I k  .. ~ ' . -~ . .~ '~ 
CHOICE OF SALAD~I and . ,  ' .Lunon . - . " ~ . .  i l l  ~ '~ '~ 
. .  . . .  - Al ia .  
... . a~. moon nn mo .. ~ t' . , fU l~t - . .  1 [~,  
King-Size Steak Dinner ~ 4 99 ~ " " " ' , _ • e,nza Room . ] ],  'lllrl  ~t i t  
Tenderloin Steak Dinner: $4.'9 FRIDAY NIGHT SHOPPER~ , ~.~,~. X i l ' "  ~ .~." .  
Steak & Shri~np Combo $ 4.39 Primo Rib with - -  RESTAU RANT 
" Baked Pototoe End .... 
Green Salad • ~i| l t i :~E. & CANADIAN FOOD ' m 
Jumbo Shrimp Dinner $ 2,99 
Chopped BeefDinner  $1.59 ,6  $- 1 . I lemto 1OpmSunday 
- :P"ON  635- -611t  /The Mikeburger $1.39 ~ 4 1 3 1  I l l '  11 W; , -~ 
..,.:. . ,,,., ,. ; . - - .  .,.... .o.,. ~ timnoo, l& ,  4642 Lazelle West of~CFTK ' ; ... ' 
